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ABSTRACT 
Tms thesis analyzes the reengineering elTorts of the Department of Defense (DoD) travel 
system. Tt includes a functional economic analysis of the DoD travel system, design of a new 
travel system for the Naval Postgraduate School (NPS), and a framework for reengineering the 
travel system. This framework has been developed for the travel system, but can be applied to 
any DoD reengineering efforts 
The analysis of the reengineering efforts is completed with a comprehensive look at 
lessons learned . The research concluded that reengineenng projects need senior management 
participants, full time cross-functional teams, and an environment for change 
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L n\TRODUCTION 
A. BUSfNESS PROCESS REENGIJ"Irj""EERN"G 
1. Overview 
Busi n~ss Process Reengineering (RPR) is a term coined by Michael Hanuner 
( J990) to describe a philosophy of how a business should change. RPR involves a "clean 
shect" approach to changing the way people do busincss. It focuses on "why" people do 
things before questioning "how" they are done Hammer and James Champy (1993) 
define RPR as 
The fundamental rethinking and radical redesign of business proccsSt;s to 
achieve dramatic improvements in critical, contemporary measures of 
performancc, such as cost. quality, service, and speed 
There are st:veral characteristics that Hammer and Champy Ilxl are common 
among successfully rccngint.'Cred projects. They include empowering the work.ers, 
reducing the number of controls, combining jobs, minimizlug the reconciliation proct::ss, 
and making the workflow more logical and natural. Each ofthesc different steps places 
more responsihility and authority on the individual workers. Combining these 
characteristics allows an organization to move towards a more productive and profllablc 
work environment 
2. When to use BPR 
BPR is not practical for every organizational process. There are several 
guidelines that need to be analyzed before beginning to reengineer a process. Before the 
organiZation can choose a process to reengineer. they mllst identify the different 
processes in the organization. 
A.fter defining the procl:sscs. the organl7.ation must decide which processes are in 
the worst shape. The next step is to detc rminl: which process affects cllstomers the most 
The linal step is to detennine which processes arc most likely to accept change_ (Hammer 
and Champy, 1993) 
These steps are general guidelines to use after determining that rcengineering i~ 
appropriate. The decision to reengineer will probably rest with senior level management 
Some reasOn~ to reengincer include survival in a changing market place, halting a decline 
in productivity or sales, or maintaining a competitive edge. 
3. When does BPR Fail to Produce 
BPR is one of many tools that an organization can usc to produce change 
However, as with any tool if is not used correctly it will not work as advertised. Some of 
the problems that could hurt the BPR process include not having senior level support. 
trying to automate current processes before rcengineering, letting technology limit the 
scope or the change effort, or pretending to have a clean slate instead of realizing the 
limits of existing infonnation technology (IT) infrastructure 
BPR stresses the use of teams throughoutlbe process. However, the organization 
must be truly committed to change and tbe reengincering teams must have senior levcl 
management involved with the reengineering process. Without senior level support, the 
team will be abk to design a new system but will be fighting an uphill battle toward 
implementation. 
A second area that causes BPR to fail is trying to automate a process without first 
reengineering it. Simply automating is only a quick fiX to a larger problem. Eliminating 
the root causes ofthe problems within a process is necessary to recognv.e dramatic 
improvement or radical redesign. 
Reengint:t:ring teams fa il to produce fddica l improvements when they allow 
technology to be a limiting factor. When redesigning a process the team should focus on 
what is really needed. Once the process has been redesigned, available IT should be 
used to facilitate the implementation oftbe new process. 
On the other end of the IT pendulum, is the concern of not inc luding existing IT 
infrastructure in the process redesign. While it is easy to wish away a legacy system in 
order to envision a "clean sheet," il is unlikely that an organization can ignore the 
existing infrastructure and implement a process from scratch It is more realistic to 
acknowledgc thc resources available and any real constraints and develop a fundamenta l 
understanding of their implications on the process redesign (Davenport, 1993). 
4. Conclusion 
Busincss Process Reengineering is a tool that can produce drast ic changes within 
an organization. This process is a management tool and can not be considered the only 
solution to a problem Overall BPR will succeed if the top-level of the organization 
wants to change, can identify their processes, and provides the resources and support 
needed 
B. BACKGROUI\'1) 
The Director of the Defense Performance review, General McInerney, stated the 
Department of Dcfensc (DoD) spent more money ($2.3 billion) overseeing and 
administering the travel system in 1993 than was spent on travel (52 billion) (Cohen, 
1994). This was clearly an unsuitable allocation of resources that screarrx:d for 
corrective action. Those screams did not go unheard. The Defense PerfoTTnilnce Review 
(DI'R) as part oflhe National Performance Review (NPR) led by Vice President AI Gore 
(Gore, 1993), identified the travel system as a reinvention candidate in Septemher of 
1993 
Initiatives to reinvent the travel system have surfaced at every level of DoD. 
Some specifrc examples range from the DoD· wide Defense Travel Pay System (DTPS) 
proposed by the Defense Finance and Aceollllting Service (DfAS) (DFAS, (994), to 
service- level proposals like the Financial AccOlmting System for Travel (fASTravel) 
proposed by the united States AIr force (Berk, 1994), to agency initiatives like tbe 
proposals of toe National Security Agency (Mahan, 1994) and the Naval Command, 
Control and Ocean Surveillance Center in San Diego, California (Porter, 1994) 
DoD officially became part of the reinvention effort by forming a task force to 
reengineer the current travel system. The charter oftbe task force was to design a 
temporary duty travel system that meets operational mission requirements. improves 
customer sc{Vice, reduces overall cost to the government and IS equitable to all DoD 
organizations [Cooke et aL undated). Concurrent with the formation of the task force, 
the Ranking Minority Member of the Governmcntal Affairs Subcommittce on Oversight 
of Government Management, Senator William Cohen, requcstt:d that the Generdl 
Accounting Office (GAO) conduct a review of the current travel system (Cohen, 1(94) 
Although the focus of these travel initiatives was to reduce the overal1 cost to the 
government, other problems exist that provide a strong justification to reinvent the travel 
system These problems include excessive outstanding travel advances, unmatched 
vouchers, and poor customer service. Each problem is serious and needs dramatic--not 
merely incremental improvement. 
Realizing the problem is a good first step. lIowever, DoD must realize that there 
are numerous obstacks to effecting an organizational change of this magnitude. In order 
for 000 to be successful in reinventing travel, they will have to make meaningful 
changes both Il:;chnically and culturally. The vchicle that 000 has chosen to effect these 
changes is business process reengineering. 
C. SUMl\'1ARY 
This chapter provided an over .... iew of BPR--when to use it, the bene fils, and the 
limitations of BPR Addtionally, the chapter pro .... ided a background of the initiatives to 
reengincer the travel deli .... ery system in 000. The next chapter wil[ provide more detail 
of the major travel initiatives at the federal go .... ernment level. 
U. TRAVEL REl1\"VENTIOK EFFORTS 
The need to reinvent the travel system has drawn high-kvel attention Scveml 
govemment agencies initiated investigations, studies. or reengineering teams to analyze 
both the capability to change and the benefIts of changing tht: CUITt:nt system This 
chapter will review the efforts of four organizations: the Air Force Dimict of 
Wa~hington (AFDW), the National Security Agency (NSA), the DoD Task Force to 
Rcengineer Tmvel, and the Governmt:nt Accounting OffIce (GAO). 
A. AIR FORCE DISTRICT OF WASHINGTON'S FEDERAL AUTOMATED 
SYSTEM FOR TRAVEL (F ASTR·\ VEL) 
FAST ravel is a concept to reinvent travel in DoD proposed by AFDW (Bt:rk, 
1994). The idea is to employ a fully automated and paperless system for processing 
travel orders and vouchers. The system would be totally electronic including the 
creation, transfer, approval, computation, accoullting, disbursing, and retention aspects of 
the travel system 
SpecifIC details of FAST ravel include a one-level review and approval feature 
using electronic signatures and electronic funds transkr (EFT). Random post paynK:nt 
audits of an appropriate statistical sample of travel vouchers ensures internal control of 
the travel system in lieu of prior approval by multi-level review. All receipts required to 
be maintained by travel entitlements or regulations would be retained by the travele r. 
F ASTravcl includes an on-line transportation and lodging reservation system to 
reduce "hand-off' time of travel documt:nts. The u~ of a government-sponsored charge 
card for all costs, including cash advances eliminates outstanding advances and increases 
the charge card rebate to the government. Integrating the system from travel request to 
voucher computation and payment el iminates the outstanding voucher reconcihation 
process assocIated with travel 
FASTravc1 would allow direct d ishursements to the charge card contractor. This 
feature would reduce the amount on the traveler's charge card statement. The travelcr 
would receive a statenlt:nt displaying all charges incurred and payments received through 
EFT would appear as credits. This would dramatically reduce the rate of charge card 
delinquency and would result in increased contractor rebates to the government 
A detailed description of the FASTrave1 Concept ofOpcrations is included as 
Appendix A. An IDEFO model of the FAST ravel concept of operations is included as 
Appendix B. 
B. NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY TRAVEL SYSTEM 
1. Background 
In April 1994, NSA selected a Travel Reengineering Team (TRT) to redesign 
Temporary Duty (TDY) travel (NSA, 1994). The goal was to provide excellent service 
at the lowest cost by streamlining, simplifying and redesigning all the processes 
associated with travel (i .e., planning, initiation, execution, reconciliation, and policy) 
The TRT used the tools, techniques and methods identifIed in Business Process 
Rccngineering (BPR). NSA e~tab\ished a Senior Steering Committee as the guiding 
body for the reengineerinq project. The committee provided a link between the TRT and 
senior management. The steering committee acted as the champion of the approved 
Implementation Plan and in areas concerning changes in policies, procedures, and 
information technology 
NSA conducted an in-depth n:view and analysis of the current travel process 
The TRT gathered data including statistical information, costs involved in the 
administration of the program, and detailed flowcharting of the process. From these 
flowcharts, costing data and both cycle and process times were calculated. 
2. Problems and Requirements 
The TRT found a number of prO hi ems relating to processes, technology, and 
organizational strudUfC. A summary of some of the problems and corresponding 
requirements for improvements quoted from the TRT Executive Summary (NSA, 1994) 
follows: 
Process Problems 
• process was very time consuming (cycle/process time) 
• process was very expensive 
• process did not meet customers/management's needs or expectations 
• process did not utilize "best practices" 
• process involved significant amount oftraveler's timc 
• customer confusion regarding who to contact when questions arose 
• existing rules/regulations were nOI custolIll:r service orienled, cost 
errectivt:, or easily intcrprett:d by the customer 
• inconsistency in the way processes were performed across organizations 
• manual, time consuming, and repetitivt: processes 
Process Requirements 
• eliminate processes that arc redundant andlor repetitive 
• streamline the travel process to eliminatt: time consuming manual 
processt:s 
• simplify rules and regulations to make them more casily undt:rstocxl, 
more cost effective and more customer oriented 
• standardize processes and n;sponsibilities across Key Components 
Technology Problems 
• all travel data not maintained in one central database 
• separate databases maintained by Kt:y Components 
• lack of real time On· line budgct infonnation for key components 
• r-..US information not being captu(t:d by current database 
• lack of tracking or status capability by travelers/management 
Technology Requiremellts 
• Planning 
· travel infonnation available on-line at travt:le~ desk 
• electronic submission of request for reservations 10 eTO 
• Initiation 
• electronic request for travt:l approval 
• approvals dont: on-line 
• real-time budget information and drawdown 
• policy built into system 
• exceptions to policy flagged to management 
• automatic notification to management where required 
(supervisor, sensitive travel. St:curity, medical) 
· M1S reports generated from database 
• personal infonnation remains in database, eliminating need for 
repetitive input of information 
· bistory file 
• tracking and starns capability available 
• Reconciliation 
· electronic input/submission of expense report 
· exccptions to policy not previously approved are flagged to 
management 
• payment made via EFT in 24-48 hours 
· AMEX bill on-line 
· EFT payment direct to AMEX if desired 
· MIS reports 
· tracking and status capability available 
Organizational Problems 
• travel process maintained within different organizations 
• personnel working on travel process do not fully understand the impacts 
of the ir actions on the customer, other organizations within the process 
• personnel lack the tool s, technology and information required to work 
efficiently 
• goals and objectives of organizations often conflict 
• personnel do not receive comprehensive and consistent training on 
processes 
Organizational Re'luirements 
• identify an executive level process owru:r to assume start-ta-finish 
responsibility for the travel process 
• identity and implement consistent and coordinated organization and job 
level goals for all areas in involved with the travel process 
• equip personnel with skills and tools (training and technology) needed 
10 perform responsibilities efficiently 
• formally define cros~-funelional relationships for organization~ 
responsible for implementing various a~peets of the travel process 
• position the travel function in an organization that will allow maximum 
contribution to the Agency 
3. New Travel Process 
NSA's new travel process is designed to meet or exceed each goal that was 
established in thc chaner. The goal to radically redesign the business processes that 
provide an dfective TDY process {rom both a cost and customer service viewpoint was 
met by defming an organizational structure within NSA, recommending changes to 
current regulations, ancltotally redesigning the end-ta-end process Highlights of the 
new travel process inelude (NSA, 1994) 
• Ar.1EX card issued to all emplOYEes 
• advances on AMEX card only 
• flat rate per-diem 
• commercial travel offIce outsourced 
• fully automated system 
• travel budget linked to approver 
• management re5ponsible for: 
authorizing travel 
authorizing expen5e5 
policing usage 
• reimbursements in 24-48 hours via EFT 
• AMEX bill paid electronically by NSA for travel related charges 
The following is a summary of the new travel process· 
Request .For Travel Approval (RTA); SignifIcant elements involved III this 
step include outsourcing with a Commercial Travel Office (CTO); flight 
availability/hotellrent-a-car (RAC) availah1c on~line; RT A created on-line with 
automatic reimbursah1c costs estimated up-front; eTa will book all requests outside of 
policy, management will receive flagged exceptions for approval; all major expenses 
charged to individual A.tv1EX (i.e., air, RAe, hotel). 
,\lanagemellt approvalJreview: This step requires a single level of approval; 
management receives policy exceptions for review with the authority to approve; travel 
budget information (real-time) i5 available with automatic obligation offunus when trip 
approved; notification of approval automatically E-n13iled to traveler and ero. 
Travel: This step includes the means for travelers to obtain a cash advance 
through the charge card at Automatic Teller Machines (ATMs). 
Traveler fills out expense report (ER): Traveler accesses the pre-approved trip 
ftle on-line, an expense report is automatically generated, and traveler's AM£X bill is 
brought up on-line. The traveler inputs any additional reimbursable expenses and any 
changes to pre-approved costs. The 5ystem performs computation oftotal entitlement 
and the employee can choose the form of payment (£.FT and/or payment to A~1EX) 
Exceptions to policy not previously approved and eXpcnSC5 over the original total 
estimated dollar amounl are flagged to management for approval An E-mail 
notification will be sent to the employee of all non-approvcd expenses. Employee 
maintains required receipts for three years. 
Disbursing Payment: Payments will be made via EFT within 24-48 hours; 
AMEX payments may be made wt:ekly by NSA to your individual bill; automatic 
adjustment to the organu.ation's travel funds will occur; there will be random post audits 
of cxpense reports. 
General: Policy and travel information, in addition to status checks of each 
process, will be available on-line. Thc CTa will providc servicc 24 hours, 7 days a 
week, and havc an 800 number. The entire syslt:m is automated, with management 
responsible for policy compliance, authorizing travel, and expenses. The CTa must be 
used; CTa will offer lowest available airfares when appropriak. Policy is flexible 
(10-15 guidelines); business class travel fortrips in ex.cess of 14 hours (travel time) may 
be authori.:t:ed; flat rate per diem; actual expense allowance (AEA) will be approved by 
travelers' management; and employees may usc the government-issued charge card for 
personal incidental expenses while on TOY. fraudulent claimants will be disciplined 
and/or prosecuted 
Benefits: The benefits of the nC\\' travel process are: 
• gains buy-in to new system 
• closely mimics new travel process in manual form 
• allows employees to test segments of the new travel process 
• reduces workload 
• eliminates excessive paperwork/forms 
• reduces/eliminates ticket reconciliation 
• allows personnel to actively assist in transition 
• leads to t raveler satisfaction due to quick receipt of reimbursement 
• provides traveler with automatic deposit of reimbursement [NSA, 
1 994J 
C. DOD TASK FORCE TO REENGINEER TRAVEL 
Concerned about excessive costs and poor customer service, senior officials in the 
DoD established a DoD Task force to Reengineer Travel. The Task Force was charged 
to "develop a fair equitable temporary duty travel system for all DoD organizations" 
(Cooke et aI., 1995) that will: 
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• meet operational mission requirements, 
• improve service to the customers of the system, 
• reduce overall cost to the Government. (Alderman d aI., 1995) 
1. Findings 
The DoD Ta~k Force aspired to look behind the symptoms ofthc prohlem; a 
sy~tem Ihal is expensive, not customer-oriented, and not mission-oriented. The Ta~k 
Force found threc principal causes for the current starus 
• Current travel policies and programs focus on compliancc with rigid 
rulcs rather than on p.crfollnancc of the mission. Checks and 
safeguards against abuse of travel funds arc added on, rather Inan built 
in, to processes and are disproportionate 10 the exposure to abuse 
Indeed, current mechanisms are unlikely to uncover the major sources 
of abuse (snch as UlUiecessary trips). The compliance mindset appears 
based in a view oftr<lvel as a perquisite, rather th<ln as es~ntial to 
carrying out the Oepar1menl's. mission. 
• Current Department travel pr<lctices are outmoded. Private sector 
bnsiness practices for travel havt: evolved signiIicantly in the last tv.·o 
decades, but those developments arc nO! reflected in the Department's 
pracllces. 
• The current travel system is not integrated. Re~ponsibi l ities for travel 
at allieveb of the Department are fragmented ;;nd "stovt:piped" within 
separate functional commnnitiE~. Severely "slovepiped" administrative 
processes drive up cos!, impede mi~sion accomplishment, and burden 
customer~ . SystEm integration is performed by the t ravelt:r who carries 
paperwork from one function to the next. (000, 1995) 
To effectively correct the problems with travel, the Task Force found that the 
DoD must approach travc:l fundamentally dif1erent than it has in the past. The 
Depar1 ment must: 
• Change the phjlosophy of travel: Manage travel as mission support, not 
as an end in itself. Treat the traveler and commander as responsible 
profeSSionals and as honest customers of the travel system, not as 
prt:~nmed incompetents or criminals, and treat the commander as a 
respmHible manager. 
• Adapt and standardize best bllsines:; practice from Government and the 
private secfor. We idt:nt ified a number of such pracfices, f(mn d that 
their efficacy is widdy accepted, and concluded that they can be 
readily applied to the Department's operations. We should proVide 
inCEntives for individuals and organization~ to adopt those pracliees, 
rather then dictating mindle~~ complianCE As par1 of this process of 
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modernization, we should build accountability into the system, rather 
adding it on after the fact, as we do today . 
• .Gillng~ Tht: central task is to rtodesign and reengineer the 
travel delivery system. so that it meets the needs of the mission, tilt: 
traveler, tht: commander, and the taxpayer. In designing that system. 
we should embed both the new philosophy and the best business 
practices. Ultimately, a system can usc technology as an enahler for 
simplification and better control, hut progress need not await 
automation: the system should be rcengineered fug, then automated 
As we reengineer the system, we should also rationalize, simplify, and 
articulate poliCies consistent with an overall system,> view. To do so 
will requi re a degree of coordination unprecedented in the Departmt:nt. 
(DoD,1995) 
2. Recommendations 
The Task Force's recorrunendations for improving the travel process in DoD 
included laying the groundwork for system reform, creating blocks for an improved 
system, and assembling the huilding hlocks into a ~ystem. This section will review the 
steps reconuncnded by the Ta~k Force. 
a. Lay the Groundwork for System Reform 
• Simplify and articulare entitlements. Replace the complex regulations 
with those that are based on simple rules and standard arrangements that 
focus on mission support (and determine what a trip "should cost" the 
Government). The rules should be determined hy tht: nature of the 
travel (business, training, or operational) rather than the status of the 
traveler. The commander responsihle for the mission, for the budget, 
and for the traveler is in the best position to determine when exceptions 
are appropriate. Therefore the authorizing official should have the 
discretion to waive thooe rules or arrangements when the authorizer 
determines such a waiver to be in the interest of the Government. 
• Provide the travel authorizer and the traveler an accurate estimate of 
what the proposed trip "should COSt." Use single-source data entry 
starting with the authoriTy to travel as the hasis jor reimhursement. and 
automate the process Supervisor approval of the trip would constitute 
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approval of the "should cost" estimate. That estimate should be 
provided to the traveler, so that they may plan expenditures 
accordingly 
• SimplifY accounting. Travel accounting must be simplified and made 
more accurate by funding all or as much trave[ as possible at the 
organizational level and using one e lement of expensc 
b. Create Building Blocks 
A DoD Task Force survey ofGovemroent amI private sector travel 
processes identified several "best in elass" practices to carry out the five basic functions 
of travel (authorization, arrangement, payment, execution, and reconciliation). The Task 
Force reconuncnded adoption oftbe following basic building blocks of a reengineered 
travel system 
• AuthoriU' 
· Adopt a single, standard piece of paper to take the place of 
orders, itiTlt:ra!)', vouchers amI other current forms (until DoD 
moves to a fully automated. paperless environment.) The 
itinerary currently produced by the commercial travel office 
already contains the dates and arrangements for travel. personal 
and organizational information, and <;(lurce of funds. The Task 
Force recommends building on that basis to includt: di~closure of 
entitlements (the "should cos\" estimate) and (often redundant) 
infonnation currently included on the other forms. This will 
permit single entry of data and significantly reduce processing 
costs 
· Alignfunding authOrity with authority to direct trave/. The 
commander or supervisor responsible for the mission, ttlt: 
budget, and the traveler is ill the best position to determine the 
appropriateness of travel and travel arrangements. Fund control 
responsibility should be dt:1egated to the lowest practical level, 
and aut.hority to obligate funds given to the commander or 
supervisor appwvillg travel 
.~ 
· Require that COntract Commercial Travel Ofji(;('--s provide aflill 
range of~ services, and require travelers to use the CTa 
for all arral/gements. We recommend standardized 
specifications for contracts with eTOs, to require the provider to 
offer a fuJi range of services, to make those services available 
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around the clock (through a 1-800 number), and to ~rform to 
quality standards. Once improved contracts are in place, we 
recommend requiring the traveler to use the CTO to make all 
reservations, including not just air transportation but rental cars 
and lodging (including lodging in Govemmc:nt quarte rs) as well. 
Using the eTO for all arrangements provides the traveler 
"one-stop shopping", facilitates provision of standardized 
an:angements, provides better management information, permits 
pre-trip controls, and should lead to increased sharing of 
- Consolidate eTa contracting efforts among the DoD Services 
and agencies under a single pror.lIrer of travel. The travel 
business is a very technical and rapidly changing one, and we 
need to havc a single proponent who can rcmain current with 
c banges in tbe industry to ensure DoD can maintain an 
effective no-cost system for official travel. A single procure r of 
travel would allow problems to be "Iixed·' oncc, and would 
furthe r reduce tnc number of personnel ncedcd to administer 
travel contracts 
• Do not require use of Government quaners and messing for 
~ travel. Regulations dcsigned to keep Govemrm:nt 
facilities full can interfcre with mission effectiveness for travel 
that is not related to deployment or training. The Task Forcc 
recommcnds allowing the commander or supervisor authorizing 
travel discretion to require a traveler to use Government quarters 
(rather than requiring the use ofGovemment facilities regardless 
of mission or circumstance) . 
• Payment 
. Maximize the use of the Government-sponsored, 
contractor-issued individual travel (charge) card. Widespread 
card use offers numerous advantages to the Govemrm:nt· 
potential for vastly improved management information, 
improvcd cash management, reduced problems with unmatched 
disbursements, reduced need to recover overpayments of travel 
advances, and increased opportunity for shared commissions or 
rebates. The card can also be advantageous to the traveler, by 
reducing thc nccd to carry large amounts of cash, providing 
some insurance protection, potentially using card company 
dectronic rccords in lieu of paper reccipts and, ultimately, 
reducing" float to the Government"' through timely electronic 
fund transfer (EFT) reimbursement direct to the card company. 
Despite the card's many potential advantago;;s, availability has 
been limited by policy and acceptance has been severely limited 
by fear of abuse and by reimbursement long afte r the bill comes 
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due. None of these impediments is insurmountable. The success 
of efforts currently underway to improve card system 
management. coupled with rapid reconciliation and split 
d isbursement to the cara company and the travele r, arc eSSEntial 
to removing objections to wider card use . 
• Execution 
• Empower travelers, commanders. and eTOs to change 
arrangt:Illt:nts during the course of the TOY. Ideally, a traveler 
should be able to call the eTO's 24-hour help line, speak with a 
representativc familiar with ooth the original itinerary and the 
Governmcnt's simplified travel policy, and makc any changes at 
once. Tile supervisor'~ approval oftlle travel expense report 
would suffice to support reimhursement. 
· Do not require travelers to ohtain paper "nonavailability" 
statements. Even when Government quartcrs are known at the 
time of arrangement not to be avai lahle, the travele r must 
physIcally visit a billeting office to obtain a piece of paper 
testifying to that fact. That is the most pointlessly burdensome 
rule the Task Force enconntered. If mission requires the use of 
Government quarters yet none are availahle, we recommend 
simply ohtaining a confirmation number at the lime trip 
arrangements are made 
• Reconciliation 
Simplified entitlements, simplifIed accounting, the usc of "should 
cost" estimates, and a ~ingle piece of paper should, by themselves, 
greatly simplify and accelerate the reconciliation process. In addition, 
we reconunend: 
· Authorize the Jupervisor who approves the travel to approve the 
voucher. Arrangements, itinerary, and basic entitlements should 
be estahlished at the outset, with thc "should cost" estimate 
Simplified entitlements, a user friendly presentation, and 
provision of management information are necessary to permit 
supervisor approval of the travel voucher. 
• Simplify alld minimize receipt requirements. The receipt 
threshold should be raised to S75. The receipt review and 
retention process should stop with the supervisor's approval of 
(he travel. An electronic record of charge to thc Government 
travel card should sutflce in lieu of paper receipts. Reccipt 
retention should be no morc than that required by the Internal 
Revenue Service (e.g. , three years rathcr than the current six). 
· Use Electronic Fund Transfer with split disbursement to the card 
company and the traveler. The traveler should have the option 
to elect to have the Government pay the card company directly 
for authorized charges with the residual ex.penses remitted to the 
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individual. Ideally, big-ticket itEms would be disbursed directly 
to the card company in a timely fashion, so that the traveler 
would never receive a large unpaid bill for expenses incurred on 
behalf of the Government. 
• Accountability 
. Embed accountability throughout the system. Build controls into 
each stage of the process, taking advantage ofthe leverage 
offered by simplified entitlements, automation, and enhanced 
management infonnation based on CTO and card data. 
Minimize after-toc-fact compliance audits 
. Use random audits rather rhan extem'ive rhird-party T('Vi("W' of 
each voucher. The current system achieves accountability 
through the use of extensive third-party review of the voucher. 
The system is extremely labor-intensive; the resulting workload 
is exacerbated by complicated entitlements which tend to be a 
mystery to the traveler, who learns by trial and frequent error 
Yet the system does not easily catch the larger abuses (such as 
UlUlecessal)' trips). Embedded controls, coupled with robust 
management information backed up by random audits, should 
actually yield stronger controls at significantly reduced cost. 
(000, \995) 
c. Assemble the Building Blocks into a ~)'stem. 
The previous section outlined in some detail the building blocks the DoD Task 
Force recommended to improve the travel delivery system. Although the individual 
blocks would provide a measure of improvement to the system, the blocks would not 
e liminate the cUTTent lack of intcgration. The building bloch must be integrated into a 
cohesive system to optimize the overall performance of the travel process. 
D. GOVERNMENT ACCOlfNTIl\""G OFFICE (GAO) REPORT ON TRAVEL 
I. Overview 
Senator William S. Cohen, Chairman of the Subcommittee on Oversight of 
Govenuncnt Management and the District of Columbia Committee on Governmental 
AiTairs, asked the GAO to assess travel management in DoD (Cohen, 1994). In March 
1995, GAO TCponed the findings oftbeir study 10 Senator Cohen (GAO, 1995). The 
report also addressed thc DoD init iatives to improve the tTavel process. 
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The report found thai DoD has an opportunity 10 significantly reduce costs and 
streamline travel manag!o:mcnt citing that the current proc!;;SS involves multiple travel 
agents, lISCS 700 voucher processing centers, and is governed by 1357 pages of 
regulations. GAO found that while DoD knew the amount spent on temporary duty 
travel in fiscal year 1993, about $3.5 billion, it could not identifY actual processing costs. 
GAO questioned DoD to determine if controls exceeded actual trafel costs. Responding 
to GAO's question, DoD estimated that travel processing costs may he at least 30 percent 
urIbe direct Ir,l.vel cosl, This pcrc!;;ntage is well above thl: JO percent average rcport!;;d 
for private companies and the 6 percent rate that industry considers an efficient 
operation 
GAO concentrated their study on identifying "best practiccs" used in private 
sector travel systems, These practiccs included' 
• empowering employees to make travel decisions 
• reducing the number of travel agents used to as few as one 
• consolidating multiple travel proccRsing centers into a single center 
• simplifying travel policies to less than 20 pagcs (GAO, 1995) 
2. Conclusions 
According to GAO, DoD'R current travel management processes: 
stand in striking contrast to the ocst practices adopted hy the private 
sector. Clearly, DoD's travel management processes arc wasteful and 
burdensome. The demonstrated succcss of best practice companies in 
providing essentially Rimilar travcl services serves as a model for the 
Department to usc in gauging its progress in reengineering travel 
management. If 000 could successfully apply industry travel practices as 
part of its rccnginecring effort, the Department could save hundreds of 
millions of dollars (GAO, 1995). 
DoD needs to recognize that fundamental prOCCSR improverocnts represent a real 
change to a hasic husines~ process. While managing such change is difficult within any 
organization, it is a special challengc within 000. Sustained top management 
commitment and ove rsight are esse ntial for this effort to stay on course. 
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3. Recommendations 
To improve: management oftravd proce:sses and reduce costs, GAU 
recommended that thl:: Sc:CTCtal)' ofr>cfe:nse direct the: travd recngine:e:ring transition 
• establish milestone:s for implemcntation of the: task force: 
recorrunc:ndations, 
• structure pilot efforts as a mcans of: 
• ide:ntifYing and documcnting proje:cted costs, bendits. and 
savIDgs 
• dctennining the: need for ehanges or waive:rs to applicable 
statute:s and regulations 
• ensuring that ade:quate: controls are maintained to safeguard 
gove:rnrnc:nt asscts prior to age:ncy-wide: impkmc:ntation of 
proposed travd proce:ss change:s 
• establish performance indicators to monitor progress towards mc:e:ting 
travel improve:ment objective:s. 
E. SUMMARY 
This chapter provides a summaI)' ofthrcc efforts to rcengineer the DoD travd 
proce:ss; GAO fIDdings and recommendations arc also summarW:d. The: basic tene:ts ofa 
reenginc:e:red travd system from all three: initiative:s are very similar. The:se include: 
• singk- kvd approval 
• aligning authority 10 authorize travel with the authority to obligate funds at the: 
lowest practical1cvd 
• e:mpowering travelcrs and line managers resulting in an increased kvd oftmst, 
authority, and accountability 
• singk travel document (ele:ctronic instead ofpapcr) 
• automatic computation oflravd costs (both estimate:s before the trip and 
voucher upon compktion of travd) 
• paymcnt via ekctronic funds transfe:r 
• usc of a government sponsored charge: card for travel expenscs 
• M1S provide:d to line: manage:rs 
• simplifie:d travd rulc:s 
• random audits 
• receipts maintained by traveler instc::ad of travel system 
The GAO report determined that these changes an:: consistent with the best practices in 
the private sector and should provide: travel at a substantial cost savings whi le providing 
adequate controls. 
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m. FUNCTIONAL ECONOMIC ANAl.YSIS OF THE DOD TRAVEL SYSTEM 
A. OVERVIEW 
Based on cosl estimates provided by the DPR, the travel delivery system was identified 
as a candidate for reinvention. However, no systematic functional economic analysis oflhe 
travel system had been performed in 0 00. This chapter will address the economic benefits of 
reinventing Iravel through an analysis of the current system and the FAST ravel system proposed 
by the Air Force. An estimate of potential savings comparing the two systems is provided. 
All important clement oflhi" chapter is the identification or the methods used to 
determine costs. For example, actual numbers identified in personal interViews from a samplmg 
of local commands arc often used to represent enterprise-wide averages. Potential areas of 
additional economic bencfit have been idt:ntified and are included in this chapter 
B. ANALYSIS 
Understanding the current process is fundamental to business proct:s~ reengincering The 
practice of reengincering in DuD includc~ modding tht: current process using the [DEFO model 
(Snider, 1994). An IDEFO model detailing the travel system through written order preparation 
was completed in 1993 (McDowell and Morgan, 1993). An IDEFO modd of the travel systcm at 
the Naval Postgraduate School (NT'S) was completed in September 1994 (Appendix C) 
Although the travd proct:ss in DoD differs not only bet\",t:t:n services but within each 
service, each service performs the same basic functions. This report studies the current 
processes at a variety of commands representative of the services. The fAST ravel system 
propost:d by the Air Force for this study can be modified to represent any service (federal 
Sufuvarc, 1995). 
1. Current System 
The primary means of identifying costs associated with the current travel system was 
personal interview_ figure I is a SUl"CY form that was used to identify each step in the travel 
system at a variety of commands. The interviewers completed the survey form by talking to 
travel personneL Emphasis was placed on identifYing the process inuncdiatcly preceding and 
following each step in order to ensure each process was identified. In this manila, the 
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interviewers walked through the travel system from the initial travel request to the expenditure 
of funds upon completion oftravel 
In addition to identifying every process included in travel, the interviews had two other 
objectives. The first objective was to determine the amount ohime spent in each process by 
both the traveler and the travel processor. The second objective was to determine the rank or 
grade of the individual traveling Of performing a function in the travel process 
Upon completion of these objectives, an estimated labor cost for each process was 
determined using the travel process pay scale outlined in Appendix D. The additional benefits 
listed in Appendix D were derived hy adding 30 percent of a service member's base pay 
(OPNAV, 1991) or 30 percent (Department of Energy, Undated) of a federal employee's salary 
(Federal Computer Week. 1994). Appendix E uses the results of personal interviews to 
determine the average wage per minute of each individual included in the travel process 
In order to fit the intcf\-'iew data to an appropriate distribution, we adapted the 
methodology used in Program Evaluation and Review Techniques (PERT): 
where 
g. '" (g:+4g", +gh) + 6 
g == grade/rank 
e = estimated or weighted average 
I == lowest estimate (lowest grade likely) 
III == most likely estimate 
h = highest estimate (highest grade likely).(McDowdl and Morgan, 1993) 
Each person interviewed was asked to identify the lowest, most likely, and highest grade of the 
individual who performs each function in the travel process 
The calculation of the average wage per minute was derived for the Naval Postgraduate 
School, the Defen~ Language Institute (Army and Air Force components), and the Aif Force 
District of Washington. The travel process was subdivided inlo pre-travel and post-travel 
elements. The results of the interview and labor cost analysis are included as Appendices F 
through K. 
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TRA NS PORTA nON COST ANALYSIS SURVEY FORM 
Preceding Process· ________ _ 
Proccss: _ __________ _ 
Rate/RankiGS-Level _______ _ 
Average Rate/RankiGS-Level of Person 
Holding Pos ition- Hight:~t ___ Most Likely _ _ _ Lowest __ _ 
Description of 
Proct:ss: ___ ___ _ ____________ _ _ . 
Estimated Time Spent / Travel Form 
By Process: Pre-Travel Post-Trdvel _ _ _ _ 
By Traveler; Pre-Travel Post· Travel 
Percentagt: of Joh Related to Travel Form Preparation: ___ _ 
Next Step In Travel Process _ _ ____ _ 
Figure I . TnlV\:! Survey Fonn 
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l're·travel process time ranged from 130 minutes of processing time and fiv!>: days 
elapsed time to 206 minutes processing time and ten days elapsed time. Post-travel tim!>:s ranged 
from 67 minutes processing timt: and samt:-day service on travel payments to 146 minutes 
processing time and nine days elapsed time. 
2. Proposed FASTravel System 
In order to estimate cost savings, we compared the current system with a reengincered 
travel system. Because it was the first travd initiative in operation, FASTravel was se1ectt:d as 
th!>: system proposed to replace the eUJTt;nt DoD travel system FASTravt:1 is based on Travd 
Manager Plus, a software program currently used by over 20 federal agencies (Federal Software, 
1994) 
As previously stated, several initiatives are currently under development. This chapter 
docs not attempt to evaluate all the initiatives or to make comparisons among existing initiatives. 
This is an area requiring additional research 
The proccsses involved in the:: FASTravel proposal show a greatly reduced timt:: to 
accomplish both pre- travel and post-travel functions (Cava, 1994). Part of this reduction is 
attributcd to technological advances that enable singk-entty of the data required to complete thc 
travel process. This provides consistent processing and eliminates duplicate data, saving time 
and reducing erroneous entries. 
Additional time-savings are accomplished by allowing a computer to provide, verifY, and 
compute information currently done through human resources. This eliminates moSI of the 
"hand-off' time spent transferring documents betwl:Cn personnel in the travel process. The 
limited number ofhand-offs stiil required are delivered electronically rather than transporting 
physical documents. 
The reduction ofhand-offs significantly reduces the dap~d lime required to complete 
each dement of trave l. The total elapsed time for pre-travel and post-travel is reduced to just 
two days each. This provides a greatly enhanced levd of customer serv ice 
The proces,;es involved in the FAST ravel system are outlined in Appendix K The wage; 
analysis from Appendix E used to compute labor costs in the currt::nt !>")'stcm was also used to 
compute the average labor costs undt:r FASTravel. 
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3. Cost Comparisons 
We analyzed the travel system at four different fac ili ties. The resulting co~ t estimat ions 
we re averaged and used to approximate b oor costs associated with trave l for all of DoD. The 
processing limes used to compute labor costs were intendnl to provide a conscrvative estim;;te of 
the potential cost savings. figure 2 shows the economic analysis of labor costs. 
FASTravel, when fully implemented, should reduce pre-travel processing time from 169 
minutes to 27 minute~ -- a savings of nearly S5 percent. Pre-travel cost-peT-voucher should be 
reduced from $6 1 to $ 14 -- a savings of77 pt:f{;ent. The lower cost savings re lative to the 
savings in processing time is due to the higher average cost·per-minute in FASTmvd. The 
increa5ed cost-per-minutt: is due to the higher <l verage w<lge of the traveler who will spend tirnt: 
inputting data prt:viously furnished by a travel processor. 
Post-travcl processing time should be reduccd from 105 minutcs to 30 minutes -- a 
saviugs of nearly 72 percent. Post-travcl cost-per-voucher should be reduced from $39 to $ 13 --
a savings of 67 percent. Pre-travel savings of $546 million a re derived by mUltiplying the cost 
savings per travel order by the numht:r oflravd order~ processed per year throughout DoD, 11.7 
million (Kauver.1994). Post-t ravel savings of 5307 million are derived by multiplying the cost 
savings per voucher by the number of vouchers processed per year throughout 0 00, 11.7 
million, resulting in a to t<l l savings of$853 million. (Sec Table 1.) 
Current System FA5Trave) Reduction J 
I Eb.psed Time I Cost 
(Days) I (Millions) Elapsed Time I Cost (Days) I (r.1tlhons) Elapsed Time Cost (Days) (Millions) 
Pre-Travel 7 $709 I $163 $546 
Post-Travel $456 5149 $307 
T utal 12 $1,165 $312 $853 
Tab l e 1 _ Cost COmparlSOn of Travel Systems 
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Timc(Minutesj 
ArmyDLl 
A,·clage. 169 
Savi.ng< 
Aj,-ForceDIJ 
ArmyDLl 
Saving> 
Average Elapsed Time Currenl Travd S'r~lem Pre_Travel (Days) 
AverageFlapsed Time Fa"t Travel Sysl""r Pr.,..Trnvel (Days) 
Average Labor Cosl P~r Vouch<:!- CllITenl Tra\'el Sy>1em 
Average 
Pre-Tm,'d " (NPS + :JLl(Army)+lJU(Air Force)+Washington(Air Forcc))/4'" 
?ost-Tra.d= {NI'S i'DLl(Army)+DLl(Air Forc<:j--Washinglon(Air Force))/4-
Average T.aoorCosl Per VoucherFA.<:"T:a,'~ 1 System 
Pre-Tra"el= (NPS+DTJ(Army)+DTJ(Air Forte)+Washington(Air Forcel)/4-
l'o<l.Trnvel= (NPS+DIJ(At-:nYlmLl(AirForce)+Waslllngton(AirFolCe)Y4" 
A"eragc Number ofTravcl Order.' and Vouchers in DoD Per Year ~ 11,700 ,000 
s.a"mgs Pe:r Voucher A,'g!' llmber(Mi llions) 
Pre-Tm"ej (Currcul_FAST)= $46.66 11.7 
PosI-Tra,'e] (Cwunt_FAST)= $26.24 
Totol Sa"in,gs= $72.90 
30 
- ---
7 PosI-Travcl(Days) 
2 Post_Trave l (Days) 
" 
Cosl (MilliollS) 
$546 
figure 2 Total System Economic Analysis 
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$12.75 
There are several additiunal costs associated with the current systcm that would oc 
eliminated in the paperless fAST ravel system_ Additional cost savings arc estimated in 
figure 3. These cost flgur~s a~ int~nd~d to be vel} conservative 
rhe current system incurs mailing costs to ship travel vouchers and receiprs from the 
local command to the servicing Defense Accounting Office (DAO) and ultimately to 1he 
appropriate Defense finance and l\ccounting Service (DFc"\S) location for storage_ Each box of 
vouchers must oc shipped by certifIed mailed. A telephone interview with ~rsonnel at 
DF AS- Denver indicated a lnonthly r~c~ipt of approximately 1000 boxes of travel vuuchers 
shipped at a cost of 0;; 25 to S35 per !:x)x_ DFAS-Dcnver primarily serves as the ~torage facility 
for Air Force vO\lch~rs_ The number provided was multipli~d by four to estiIlk1tc the tural 
numoc[ of boxes shipped and stored by all servic~ components 
In 1990, United Services Autoffi()bilc Association (US.-\..-\) caleulated a $5 million COST 
savings by storing forms electronically (PleSUIllUS and Bartles, \990). The co»t savings from the 
USAA cas~ study was based on 80,000 boxes in warehous~s and 40,000 square fe ~ t of office 
space (Ive~. Blake, Jan'enpaa, and Lasher, 1991). Currently in DoD, storage must be provided 
lOr travel urders, vouchers, and receipts for a period ofbctw~~n six and seven years 
We derived an estimate of the storage costs for DoD by di-nding the numocr ofhoxe~ in 
DoD (2:>;&,000 Irom Figure 3) by the nwnber ofbox.~s in the USAA wa~houses (80,000)_ The 
['~sulting ratio of 3_0 was applied to calculate a local storage r~quirement in DoD of 1 44,OO() 
square ti.::ct. Rased on the cost savings ~x.peri~nced by USAA, we estimated storag~ and support 
cost savings of nearly S20 million. 
We identifIed costs oftlle current $y~tem that include an access cost applied any time 
infonnatioll is retrieved Irom vouchers located in a storag~ facility, cost of printed forms, and 
cupy costs totaling nearly $9 million annually. These costs would be eliminated through 
par-:rkss implementation of}-'AST ravel 
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Mailing Costs 
Forms Cost 
Copy Cost 
Storage & Suppon 
Costs: 
Ship 4000 30-40 Jb Boxes Per Month to DFAS at a Cost ofS25-S35 Per Box 
Ship 4000 30-40 Ib Boxes Per Month to DAO at a Cost of$25-$35 Per Box 
Mailings = 8000 Boxes/Month· S30/Box • 12 MOl1thslYear= $2.9 tvl 
$II.OOllOO(TravelVouchcrs) • ! !,700,OOO Forms = SUM 
$7.S0/ toO (Travel Orders) ·11,700,000 Forms '" 50.9 M 
Total Fonns Cost'"' S2.2 \1 
SO.O]/Copy * 5 Copies/Page * 2 Pages * J 1,700.000~ 
Clerical staff, Office staff, Office space (active storage), 
Warehouse space (inactive storage), equipment, 
and Supplies. 
Warehouse Storage: Storage of288,000 boxes 
(4000 Boxes/Month· 12 MonthslYear· 6 Years) 
Ratio: 288,000 Boxes 180,000 USAA Boxes " 3.6 
Local Files: 144,000 Square Feet of Office Space 
(40,000 Square Fect USAA Office Space' 3.6) 
US.M Cost Savings Adjusted for Inflation (S5.5 iVlillion * 3,6) 
Total of Additional Costs 
Total Labor Cost Savings: 
Total Annual Savings 
Figure 3. Additional Cost Saving~ Estimates 
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$3 .5M 
S20r.l 
$29M 
$853M 
S882M 
I3ased on the data given above, the potential annual cost savings of impkmenting FAST ravel 
DoD-wide is calculated to be S882 million. (See Table 2) 
Cost (Millions) 
Total Labor Cost Savings I $853 
otal Additional Cost Savings ~_ _ _ _ _ --=S2=9 ___ _ --I 
otal Cost Savings $882 
Table 2. Total Cost Sununar)' for DoD 
C. FlNDlt~GS 
The real problems with the current travel system are not Just the cost of administering 
travel The real problems are: 
I) Excessive outst.1nding travel advances 
2) Unmatched vouchers 
3) Poor customer service (i.e. , elapsed time of travel processing) 
Outstanding travel advances could be eliminated by replacing the current system of 
advance travel checks with cash advances on goverruncnt sponsored individual charge cards 
from Automatic Teller Machines. The current system requires an estimation oftmvd expenses. 
preparing an advance check, reconciling travel expenses, and preparing another check to cover 
additional expenses. If the amount of the advance check exceeded the actual travel costs, an 
even more complex method of recapturing the money from the traveler is required. 
Unmatched vouchers could be eliminated by allowing the fASTravel system to directly 
access the accounting system that controls travel funds. The infoonation system used to access 
the accounting sy~km would provide the controls currently provided manually by human 
resources. Combining the travel reqUt:st , itinerary, order, modification. and voucher foons into a 
single document provide~ the system integrity necessary to eliminate unmatched vouchers. 
Customer serv ice, as defined in tenus of elapsed processi ng lime, would improve by a 
factor ofthrce. Customer sen:ice, defined in te rms of increased trust and autonomy for the 
traveler and line manager authorizing travel, would increase immeasurably. These arc the real 
reason~ to reinvent travel as soon as possible. The estimated annual savings of nearly a billion 
dollars should be viewed as a reward for making the changes that are sorely needed 
While the potential dollar savings are sllbstantial, it is our opinion that 000 will realize 
only a portion of the savings. Recapturing the cost savings in any reengineercd system is 
challenging. Within the 000, several costs (e.g., storage and personnel costs) are not currently 
included in the travel system It will likely be as difficult to identi!)' the cost savings as it was to 
identify the actual costs. Additionally, most savings arc not realized until well into the 
Information System Life Cycle. For these reasons, commands that begin an effort to rccngincer 
the travel system should not expect immediate reductions in travel budget line items. 
The cost estimates produced in this study were the first known comprehensive effort to 
identify the administrative costs within the 000 travel delivery system As previously 
mentioned, the figures are estimations based on personal interviews, sampling, and extrapolating 
local cosls to enterprise values. The exact figures used in compiling the estimate were not 
verified in a GAO report released March 1995 (GAO, 1995). However, the general estimate 
derived by GAO seemed to validate both the cost estimates of the CUrlent system and the 
potential savings through implementation of a reengineered travel delivery system 
D. POTENTiAL ADDITIONAL ECONOWC BENEFITS 
Several items were identified that should be investigated for additional economi.e benefit. 
\Ve felt that a comparison ofFASTravel and DTPS could expedite a DoD-w ide solution to the 
t ravel system At fIrst glance, the ability 10 employ a conunercial off-the-shelf sofh\'are program 
with FASTravel results in a faster, more cost-effective approach than building a DoD-specific 
system with an in-house staff. This approach i.s certainly consistent witb Vice President Gore's 
announced preference to usc conunercial products wbenever feasible. A more detailed study 
confirmed this initial impression and resulted in the cancellation of the DTPS project in October 
1994 
Processing travel vouchers is another area for potential cost savings. Table 3 details the 
amount DF AS expects to charge each service for processing travel vouchers in 1994 -- a total of 
589 million. DFAS expects the cost to be 513.46 per voucher (Lectlllcr, 1994). Outsourcing 
through a contract such as GELCO PayNet\Vork might provide thi~ service for as little as 
50.90-$1.40 rx:;r transaction (Pharn, J 994). Prototyping a travel system could determine if 
outsourcing can provide the same kvcl of service currently provided by DFAS. 
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I ncf"," ~cw~ctmg Fm,cco C,m" I T 01,[ Voo,h", 
Office VOllchl;':f'; VOUChl;.':fS I Processed 
Processed Proce~sed 
·\irForce I 
1,777,690 897, 5961 2,675.286 
Army 
2,10X,207 697,620 ~,OO5)!27 
~"Y 
3H77] 697,596 1,012,167 
Cosl Per Voucher Total CoS! of 
Processed 
VouchtTS 
__ +_(c:'Mil!ion~) 
$\268 
$ 1390 
$13.16 
Total Cost of all 
Processed 
VO\lchcn 
$34 
$42 
$13 
$89 
Table 3. Defense Pilluce Accountlllg SySkIllS Travel Charges for Processed Vouchers 
,t\nother potential area for cost savings is the contract with /\merican Express to provide 
guvcrnIIK:nt credit cards. IfFASlravei allowed t1~ traveler to purchase airline tickets with the 
American Ex~ss card and provid~d pay~nt via electronic funds transkr (EFT), American 
Express would benefit greatly. It seems reasonable to re-negotiate the contract with American 
Express in order 10 obtain more favorable 1erms. A possible scenario would be to negotiate a 
reduced charge for cash advances. By reducing the current fee of2.75 percent for cash 
advances, the goVefIlJIrnt could realize substantial cost savings. Further study could identify 
other options that 'would benefit both American Express and DoD 
The potential areas for cost savings seem as endless as the possibilities lor expenditures. 
The bottom line should be to aggressively pursue a system of travel that will take advantage of 
available technology to the benefit of the Ulllted States Government. 
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IV. 1\',\ VAL P OSTGRADUATE SCHOOL TRAVEL SYSTEM 
A. OVERVIEW 
Efforts to modifY the NPS travel system grew from the dc~ignation of NPS as a 
Defense Performance Review (DI'R) Reinvention Laboratory. V,fhi1c working with the 
OPR, Dr. David Whipple, NPS Director ofReinvenlion. observed the Air Force efforts 
to nXnginccr travel using Travel Manager Plus. Dr. Whipple relayed the Air Force 
efforts to several people at NPS including the NPS Comptroller, Captain Steve 
Kesselring, and NPS Information System" Professor, Dr. Jamt:s Emery. 
The comptroller's office purchased Travel Manager Plus Version 4.0 (Financial 
Version) to automate the current system. There was no effort hy anyone in the group to 
reengineer the system. Their concept was to automate as much of the old "ystem as 
possible to reduce the amount of hand-off time required to move travel documents 
through the numerous steps of the current process 
While the comptroller purchased the software, Dr. Emery was asked by the Air 
Force to provide an economic analysis of the travel system. This resulted in the 
functional economic analysis provided in Chapter 3. The research required to complete 
the economic analysis later expanded to include an analysis of the 000 travel system 
Meanwhile. a customer survey by the re invention laboratory at NI'S indicated that 
the school's travel system needed improvement. A !though a large number of survey 
responses expressed concerns over the travel system, no initial efforts were made to 
address thest: concerns. NPS Reinvention Coordinator, Lieutenant Commander (LCOR) 
Bob FO[V.o·ocxl, assumt:d his duties in January 1995. LCOR Fo[V.o·<Xxl decided to fOTffi a 
cross functional team to analy;.r.r and improve the travd syslt:m 
The travel reengineering team was fonned ill March of 1995 and consisted of 
repn:;;enlatives from a variely of functional departments involved in the travel process. 
The members included a departmental travel clerk., comptroller representatives. 
Personnel Support Department (PSO) representatives, a comr:nercial travel office 
representative, and other supporting members. 
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B. DESIGN 
The first step for the NI'S travel team was to design a m:w travel system using 
Business Proct:ss Rt:t:ngineering princ ipals. Thc group began developing the new travd 
system from a clean sheet of paper. Tht: team accomplisht:d this by breaking down old 
paradigms and eliciting new ideas 
l. Travel System Foundation 
The following ideas fonn tht: foundation for tht: Naval Postgraduate School's 
new travel system. 
• Mission essential. All temporary duty travel (TOY) is mission essential and no 
longer viewed as a perk. 
• Empowerment. This results in an increased level of tmst, authority, and 
accountability. It also allows the system to treat travelers and line managers as 
honest customers. 
• Management Information Sy.i"lem (MiS). The MIS will provide real time data 
to tbe AA on account balances. The system will also flag any differences from 
the travel rules tbat the traveler is rcqut:st ing. The system is simple 10 use and 
can provide summary information with the ability to "drill down" to more 
detailed infonnation on a topic as required 
• Trip Record. The new system will have a single docwnent that replaces the 
request, itinerary, orders, amendrIE:nts, and vouchers. Th is singJt: record will 
be electronic. A hard copy oftht: trip record can be provided if requested. 
• Single source data entry. This allows information to he transferred 
electronically between tnc necessary workflow points. This will reduce errors 
fro m redundant data entry and will reduce the tolal time required to process a 
travel request. 
• Authority in the commander. The new system aligns the authority to travel and 
the authority to obligate funds to the AA. The AA can authorize expenscs 
aoove the should-cost to ensure completion of the mission. This allows for a 
shift from "control by approval " to inherent controls verified by audit. 
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• Should-Cost Estimates . These estimates will provide both the traveler and the 
/\/\ with an accurate estimate of what costs should be incurred to accomplish 
the mission. This estimate includes the actual cost of the airEm: ticket, 
lodging, and rental car. The cost will also reflect pier-diem and mileage rates 
as applicable 
• Single level of approval. The AA will be the only approval needed for a travel 
request and voucher (if it matches the should-cost estimate or it is within a 
specified tolerance determined by the comptroller's office) 
• Traveler retains receipts. The traveler will retain receipts for anything over 
$75 dollars. These receipts stay with the traveler and are produced only if the 
trip record is audited. The traveler retains the receipts for three years. This 
concept parallels the receipt retention process endorsed by the Internal 
Revenue Service 
• Afaximum use of government charge card. Everyone will have the opportunity 
to obtain a government sponsored charge card. Although use of the card is 
strongly encouraged, it is not mandatory. All charges incuITcd on the card are 
available to travel manager'S through the rvfIS in Travel Manager Plus. If a 
traveler uses the card for expenses, the system would have a record of each 
transaction. This means that an effective audit could occur without asking the 
traveler to produce a receipt. 
• No Cash Advances. Because every traveler will have had tilt: opportunity to 
obtain a card, no cash advances will be issued. The charge card should be used 
to obtain necessary cash advances. 
• Electronic Fund Transfer (EFT) and Split disbursements. The use of EFT will 
dramatically reduce the payment time ofvoucher'S_ Using the information 
provided on the single source trip record as payment data reduces the number 
of unmatched vouchers. Split disbursement gives the customer the authority to 
split their payment bew.'een the charge card company and their bank account 
The traveler will determine how much, if any, will go to the card company. 
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• Partial payment of travel over 30 days. If a traveler will Ix: tran-:ling more 
than thirty days, they will <lutom<ltically {'t;;ceive p<lliial payment for that trip 
h<lsed on the should-cost estimate. This allows the traveler to receive tirrx:ly 
p<lyment for expenses incurred on government travel 
• Random A udits. The comptroller's office will ensure random <ludits are 
conducted to maintain the integrity ofthc travel system. A random sample of 
the trip records will Ix: chosen for <ludit. The audits may require the traveler to 
provide receipts for lodging and any expense ova 575 . Again, the traveler can 
U,-,t; the charge card information provided through the travel system M]S [or all 
expenses charged on the card. This could allow tlx: audit to be conducted 
electronically without creating an imposition for the traveler. 
2. Travel Flowchart 
The flowchart in figure 4 outlines the new travel system for NPS FedeTaI 
Software's Travel Manager Plus Version 4.1 (DoD Vcn;ion) provides the coordination 
and seamless integration of the design. The following is <Ill overview oftht: travel 
processes outlined in the flowchart 
• Trip Statistics Input. Upon identifying a need to travel, the traveler will enter 
information about the trip into the soft,,:are program. The infonnation will 
inelude destination. itinerary, estimated expenses, etc. 
• Commercial Ticket Office (CTO) Buoks Reservation and provides should-cost 
estimate. Tht: initial trip infonnation is dectronieally scnt to the ero. The 
eTO makes the reservations and providt:s the estimated costs of the airline, 
lodging and rental car. The software then generates a should-cost estimate 
based on the traveler and eTa input. The record is then sent electronically to 
the AI'. 
• Trip Approval. The AA will receive the trip record with a should-cost estimate. 
They will then review the balance ohhe identifH:d Iravel fund code to 
detennint: if the money is available. Tfthe money is available and the AA feels 
the trip is justified, then the ft:eord is approved. The accounting database is 
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Figure 4. Naval Postgraduate School Travel Flowchart 
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updatcd and the record is sent to the eTO to confinn reservations and purchase 
tickets. lfthe A.A feels the trip is not justified or there is no money, the record 
will be retumcd to the travcler. The traveler must decide ifthc trip is essential 
to the mission and address the issue with the A.A. 
• Database updated for travel reqllest. After the A.A approves the trip, the 
database is automatically updated. This is accomplished by obligating the 
should-cost estimate ofthe trip against the fund code cited (plus any "safcty 
factor"). 
• eTa confirms reservations and purchases tickets. The CTO receives the 
approved request and confirms all reSt:rvations and purchases the airline tickets 
using the travelers government charge card. 
• Traveler Picks up Tickets. The traveler willlx: notified electronically that their 
request has been approved The traveler can print a copy of the trip record if 
desired 
• Was the trip taken? If the !rip was taken, the travc1t:r will input the data from 
the trip. However, if the trip was not taken, the travclerwill cancel the trip 
record and return the airline tickets for credit 
• Database Update/or canceled trip. Upon canceling the trip, the database will 
automatically be updated to deobLigate funds. This includes the moncy spent 
on the airline tickets. 
• Data/rom trip. Upon retuming from the trip, the traveler will input all 
expenses incurred. The program will then calculate the actual cost oftbe trip 
Ifthc actual cost is within the comptroller specified tolerance, the record 
automatically goes for payment and the database is updated with the fund cite 
expenditure. However, if the amount is outside the prescribed tolerance, the 
trip record goes 10 thc AA. 
• Approving Authority for payment_ The AA revicws the rcported c .... penses and 
can either approve or deny the excess costs. If the AA approves the exccss 
CQsts the record i~ sent for payment and the database is updated. If the AA 
docs not apprnve the extra expense, the trip record is returned to the trave ler. 
• Traveler 1<';'iil;O'.<" after the AA. If the trayc ler agrees witb modifications made 
by the All., the record is approved, sent for payment, and the databa~ updated 
However, if the travekr and the."'-A. cannot agree, the record will go to the 
comptroller's office for resolution. 
• Resolution. The comptroller's offIce will rev~w the record and mah: a 
determination based on the travel ru les and regulations. After resolution, the 
record is sent for payment and the database is updated 
• Databasl': Update for payment. Once the record is sent for payment tk 
database wiJi be updated to re Oect that funds were expended. This process 
should eliminate U!llllalched vouchers 
• Payment, Tk VOIJCkr payment will he done ~ketHlnieally by GELCO 
governrn~nt services_ The EFT will he made directly into the travekr's bank 
account The traveler will also have the option of sending part of his paymt:nt 
directly to the charg~ card company 
C. Il\IIPLRMENT A nON PLAN 
A phaoed approach is being used for tk implementation ofth~ new NPS travel 
system The fivt:: phases ofthe implementation plan will inelude marketing, contracting, 
installation, tt;sting, and rollout of the n~w system. Each of the five phases is critical to 
the success of the entire proiect. These fi-Ye phases are not mutually exclusive and may 
overlap each othn . Some- ofthe phases will be ongoing throughout the project. 
I. Marketing 
The first phase of the implementation plan is marketing the new syskITL To 
implement the system the users must he convinn:d thaI it is a solid plan. The idea must 
be presenled as a benefit to them. An extensive outreach campaign to infom} the users of 
the beneiits and to solicit ideas for improvement tends to reduce tht:: int:vil.able resistance 
to change. 
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The rccnginccring team idcntifiCd three dt:partments to serve as the initial test 
departments for the new travel system An initial meeting was scheduled to brief the 
department chairmen and the administrative assistant responsible for travel on the 
concept for the new travel system. The brief outlined the philosophy behind the new 
system, how travel will be completed using the new syslt:m, and what the department 
needs to- accomplish prior to testing the syslt:m 
The marketing plan centers on key components of the new travel system Key 
components include the focus on providing greater trust in the traveler and the AA; 
greater control through the use of information technology; increased customer service in 
terms of convenience, t imeliness, and flexibility ; and the ability to participate in a 
reinvention project with the promi~ of revolutionizing a business process within the 
foremost bureaucracy of all time. 
A major ~lling point is the fact that NPS i~ one of32 pilot siles [or the DoD 
travel reinvention project. This makes peoplt: aware that DoD travel is going to change. 
Instead of changing when DoD changes, why not change the system the way that NPS 
feel s it should be? 
2. Contracting 
The second phase of the implementation plan is contracting for the travel 
software for the new travel system The contract will include an overview of the network 
infrastructure, interfaces, training requirements, and technical support needed to install 
and maintain the system. 
a. Network Infrastructure 
One orthc key components ofthc new travel system is the proper 
installation and contiguration of a travel management software package. This package 
must be readily accessible by all users including the approving authorities, administrdtive 
personnel, commercial travel office, and travelers. Each user nrust have access to the 
tra~'e\ application, clectronic mail, and accounting information for assigned fund codes. 
Without tbesr elements, the uscr cannot complete the mission in a timely and efficient 
manner within acceptable control parameters 
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The l\.1JS departme nt dett::rmined which network se rver would support the 
Travel Manger sof'tv.'are. For the initial installation and test ofthc software, a Sun UNlX 
serve r will be used. The new software will migrate to a Digital Eqllipm::nt Coorporation 
(DEC) Alpha II Server. 
The usc of a Sun UNlX server provides the travel application, electronic 
mail , and accounting information needed for the new system-to be successful. In 
conjunction with these key elements, Travel Manager supports DOS, \Vindows, 
Macintosh, or UNIX systems. This allows NPS to usc a single off-the-shelf software 
package lor the various operating systems located throughout the organization 
b. Interfaces 
Any travel management software package must be compatible with 
cumn! information systems. Interfaces have to be developed between the software 
packagt:: and cx.isting accounting information systems, travel reservation systems, and 
paylJlt:nt information systcms. These are three interfaces that an organization must have 
to achieve a single data entry travel system. 
Initially, tlx: NPS travel system will only use the accounting and payment 
interlaces. NPS is contracting with Fe{leral Software to build an interface between 
Travel Manager P lus and the local accounting system This interface allows the usa to 
view the balance of the fund code for a trip and to obligate flUlds . NPS will use an 
interface within Travel Manager Plus for the electronic payment of tile trip n:cord 
Currently, there is no information system available at NPS that can 
provide electronic payment. This interface allows NPS to USt:: a third pany, GELCO 
Government Services, to provide payment 
Tht: current proposal for the third interface is to St:nd thl: information 
electrollically to the cotnrrlCfeial travel office (CTO) using Travel Manager Plus_ When 
the CTO receives the trip n:cord, it will makt: tht: provisions on its reservation system 
After making the reservations, the information required to complete the trip ft:eonl and 
should-cost estimatt:: i~ typed into Trave l Manager Plus This does not provide single 
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data entry into the system or seamless integration of the entire process. However, a 
direct interface to the reservation system is being developed and will be tested upon 
completion. 
c. Training Requirements 
A major stumhling hlock for long term projects is the proper training and 
support fOf all users. A strategy for long-and short-term training must be addressed if a 
project is to survive. NPS is contracting training for all users from travelers to system 
administrators. 
The initial training provided by f ederal Softwan:: will indoctrinate trainers 
with the process. The trainers will then train other uocrs. The strategy must be to 
continue training throughout the implementation process and into the fully operational 
travel system Training for any functional changes to the software should be provided by 
fcderal Soful,·are while training for organizational iravel changes should be provided by 
NPS. 
d. Technical Support 
The final area of concern for the contracting phase deals with technical 
support for the softwan:: package. The initial technical support should ensure that the 
sofu.vare performs as promised in all operational environments. After thc initial support, 
the organization must make a long-term commitment to resource the technical support 
for the travel system. This includes routine maintenance and updates to tilt: software. 
Most organizations arc very gocxl in obtaining the initial support but fail to recognize the 
need fOT long-tenn support. 
3. Installation and Policy 
The installation and setup phase w ill overlap the other phases of the 
imp1ctnt:ntation plan. The major concerns of this phase include establishing 
organizational travel polices and installing the software. Implementing the new rules and 
regulations outlined in the design phase of the system requires senior level support. The 
senior leadership must agree to the changes and issnc directives reflccting their 
conunitment 
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The largest part oflhe installation process is installing the Travel Manager Plus 
software . Federal Software is sending a tedmjcal repre~ntali\'t: to oversee installation 
NPS technical support and trave l representatives will assist in the installation. The 
software installation also includes instal ling the inte rface'>, initial setup oftbe database, 
and ensuring the application will run on DOS, Windows, Macintosh's, and UN[X 
workstations in accordance with the contract 
Some policy areas that are time-critical include charge card application';;, 
establishing approval authorities, and outlining user responsibilities. The Government 
charge card is a vita l part of the new system and every member of the test departments 
should have a card. It must be clear to everyone involved in the It:st departments that 
when the It:st begins there will be no more cash advances. 
The Sl:cond area of concem is setting up the approval authori ties. The approval 
authority will be the pcrson(s) who is in charge of the travel fund s and has the authority 
to spend that money. This e liminates the need for the comptroller's office to approve 
every trip record. 
Another t ime-critical area is identifYing u>.Cr responsihilitics. The re.,;ponsibilities 
of every person involved with the new travel system have changed. The traveler now has 
the responsihility of providing ample information to justifY his trip. The approving 
authority now is the only person who has to approve a travel request and payment. The 
.,;ystem administrators have to ensure that the systcm is maintained at peak effi ciency 
The travel administrators have to ensure that the application software is c=nt. It is 
important thaI every player in the sys1em know his or her role 
Another area of concem is the initial setup of information. A 11 the fund codes for 
the sc hool wiil be entered into the system along with tht: authorizing officials for that 
fund code. This setup allows NPS to usc the infrastructure in place for the new travel 
system. 
4. Testing 
Before bringing any of the departments designated for the test period on- line, tht: 
application and interfaces wiil he thoroughly It:sted. The application must demonstrate 
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the capability to accurately calculate should-cost cstimates and payment information. 
The interfaccs will be tested to ensure thcy can pass tht: information betv.'een systems 
without crror. 
To t:valuak these functions NPS is going to process comp1t:ted travel orders 
through the new system and compare thc re~ults. The results may be difTerrnt because of 
the entitlement changes. However, the changes in entitlements ha .... e only a minor effect 
on any calculations. 
The test will dekrmine that the application is transportable betv.'een DOS, 
Windows, Macintosh, or UNIX workstation environments. The three test departm::nts 
will start their test period after the software passes initial tests. 
The test departments will process travel through the new system and document 
any problems. The travel administrators and the reengineering team will monitor the 
activities of the departments and compare results with the old travel system. The test 
phase will help ans\ver any questions ahout the new system. It will also point out any 
deficiencies of the syskm. 
5. Rollout 
The rmal phase of the implementation strategy encompasses how the new travel 
system will spread throughout the organization. The NPS Trawl Team has not outlined 
a rollout strategy. However, an informal plan seems to exisi. After completing a 
successfultesl in the rltSt three departments, the system will expand to include the 
Systems Management department. This will test both a larger, more cumbersome 
department and will allow testing the system on the new DEC Alpha II server. After 
testing the system in Systems Management, the tra .... el system will be available to the 
entire organization. 
D. Sl1\L"\lARY 
The new travel syslem at the Naval Postgraduate School is going to be a unique 
opportunity for the school to pave the way for other DoD commands. This system 
embraces brave new ideas that make reople more responsible for their actions. The 
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travel team realizes that mistakes will oc made with the new system and those making 
honest mistakes will not he punished. However. fraud will not be tolerated and the 
individual will be punished a~cordingly . Tht: masse~ will no longer he punished for onc 
person's indiscretions. 
The new system is functional and easy to use for everyone. Travel will no longer 
he a burden on the traveler. instead, they will be able to lrdvd hassle-free and get 
reimbursed in a quick and efficient manner. The checks and balances orthe current 
system are being built into the application, thereby making the system fair an{1 impartial 
for all usc{s 
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V. A FRAMEWORK TO REE!'JGII\'EER TRA VhL 
A. OVERVIEW 
Many people in Congress and in the Department of Defense (000) have questioned how 
to increase accountability in business processes throughout 000 (McCaffery, 1995). Often, the 
question occurs in the context of managcmtnt failings and a lack of individual accountahility 
This context seems to suggest that pcopk are the source orlbe problems affecting the business 
process in question. !fpeople were the problem, then a people solution reflecting increased 
leadership responsibilities and enforcing individual accountability would be appropriate 
As indicated in Chapter Two, the research and customer surveys conducted by NSA. 
GAO, AFDW. and the 000 Task Force to Reengint:er Travel point out that the problems with 
lJoO travel om; nO! the fault of pwple but with the travel delivery system. Becau!;C: people arc 
nol the problem, increasing individual accountability is not the solution. Increasing individual 
accountability in a bad system tends to make people better at doing something that makes litt le 
sense from a broad perspective. This is what Chris Argyris (1990) called sk.ilit:d incompetencc. 
000 nt:eds a framework to reengineer business process that looks beyond individual 
accountability toward a broad systems perspective. Peter Senge (1994) explained that systemic 
problems often drive people to fail. SpecifICally, people may fail to act responsihly, reasonably, 
or logically. People may also fail to act within control parameters oflhl: bad system. Working 
around the system often occurs because the system is non-scnsical or evcn intolerable. 
This chapter will address how to approach a radical change to a major business process. 
The NPS trave l reinvention effort is comparcd to a generic intervention model for change. The 
focus will be on methodologies and a framework to change the system. The framework 
proposed is mtended as a t(X)1 to reenginccr the:: 000 travel system. However, the framework is 
generic and can be applied to other business proccsses within DoD 
B. AA'" APPROACH TO SYST.EMS THmKING 
One of the fundamental changes facing organizations today is the focus on teams rather 
than individuals (Sprdguc 1993). The dominant portion of tomorrow's workforce will consist of 
teams made up of knowledge workers. Knowledge workers are specialists who direct their own 
performance based on feedback from colleagues. cllstomers, and corporate headquarters 
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According to Peter Drucker (1988), knowledge workers will increasingly resist the command 
and control hierarchy of traditional organizations. While the command and control hierarchy is 
esscntialto dfective comhat readiness in the DoD, organizations supporting tht: comhat effort 
arc likely candidates to restructure to take advantage of the concepts ofempowt:nnent, total 
quality (Deming, 1986), business process reengineering (Hammer, 1990), and parallelleaming 
structurt:s 
The travel delivery system in DoD is a support system that should aHempt to create a 
parallelleaming structure. According to Bushe and Shani (1991), parallel learning structures are 
used to overcome the shortcomings of fonnally structured organizations without the long, costly, 
and often futile attempt to restructurc the entire organization. Parallel learning structures create 
a time and a place to allow innovation to occur. The degree of change proposed in overhauling 
the DoD travel system is consistent with a principle purpose of parallclleaming structures: 
implementing system-transforming innovations 
1. The Generic Intervention Model 
The basic idea of a parallel learning structure is to create a microcosm of the 
organization that learns to create changes for a specific purpose. A parallellcaming structure 
intervention is complex and is never meant to be a "silver hullet" solution to every managerial or 
organizational problem. Although each intervention is different, the mo(kl generally involves 
eight phases 
Phase J consists of the initial definition of purpost: and scope. This is the time when 
senior management must know the purpose of the inter .... ention and understand how the parallel 
leaming structure will [unction. Once the purpost: and expectations are clearly understood, 
senior management must be both willing and able to articulate them to the organization. 
Phase 11, the fonnation of a Steering Committee, includes examining the need for 
change, creating a vision statement, and defming boundaries, strategies, expectations, and 
!"e\\'ards. Simply forming a stl%ring committee will not ensure success. The committee must 
have the "i\U\hority to approve actions of the parallclleartling structurt: and to ser .... e as liaison 
between the formal organiZational structure and the learning structure, 
The cornrnittee is respousible for the formation and operation of study groups within the 
learning structure. An essential element for the committee is to provide incentives for members 
of the organiZation to participate in the study groups CoordinaTing the activities of the study 
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groups whilt: ensuring continued senior management ~upport is the critical job for the steering 
commIttee. 
Phase III involves communicating to organization mem~rs out~ide the parallelleaming 
structun:. This is important 10 increase the level of participation throughout the organization 
Some resis tance to change IS inevitable. Communicating the pmpose, intenlion, and expected 
benefit of establishing the learning stmcnlre is the first step towards overcoming tht: n:sistance to 
change. 
Phase N, the fonnalion and development of study groups, includes estahlishing working 
procedures and study group deVelopment for members and facilitators. The goal of establishing 
working procedures is to increase effective communication in order to facihlate innovation 
Treating established procedures as law will inhibit the creative proce~~. The procedures should 
be:: viewed as experimental and continually open to change. 
The goal of study group development is to e~tablish a sense of openness, trust, and 
respect where each member of the grmlp is an equal. A key to achieving thi~ goal is ~electing 
group members represelltative of the organization without the members acting as 
representatives from their part of tile organization. Accomplishing the desired leve l of trust and 
openness is a journey that requires a talented facilitator. 
Phase V, the inquiry process, is the attempt to develop shared understanding and 
meaning from collected data. This process can be one of several inquiry methods. The context 
of tile prohlem should determine the method used. For the 000 travel system, the tools of 
husiness process reengineering could be used if a parallellcaming structure was estahlished. 
l'hase VI involves identifying potential changes and presenting the data through 
cost-beneIit analysis or some other mean~. The ~tudy group~ of the learning structure tak.e the 
data colleckd during the inquiry process and design system changes. The change~ are usually 
proposed to the stcering conunittee thaI is responsihle for approving the recommendations 
Phase VII is the experimental implementation of the changes proposed in Phase VI. The 
recommended changes approved by the steering committee are presented to senior management 
to allocate resources for implementation. Although the stlXring comm.itlee has the support of 
senior management, final responsibi lity for experimental implementation re~t~ with senior 
management 
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It is extremely important to remember that the entire parallelleaming structure is 
actually an experiment. The key word in the process is "learning. ,. Tile organizational climate 
must allow and support failures thai produee learning. 
}'hase VllJ, system-wide diffusion and evaluation, is the basic roll-out straleh'Y for fun 
implementation. An element often overlooked in implementing systems within DoD is the style 
of implementation. Style is the approach applied to effect full -scale acccptance or usage. There 
are at least two vastly different implementation styles. 
The f1[1;t style is commonly known as the "Hammer Approach." This style forces 
organlzations to adopt the new system through compulsory regulation. usually by a set date. 
This approaeh is expedient, well known. and compatible with a hierarchical organizational 
slructure. It does not foster a strong sense of commitment to change for the end-users. 
The next style is lessor known as the "Hamming Approach" for Professor Richard 
Hamming (1994) of the Naval Postgraduate School. Professor Hamming developed this 
approach as a scientist at Bell Labs. He stated that this style consisted of implementing a new 
system in a few critical or visible organizations. News of succcss of the new system invariably 
leaked (sometime~ with help) to other organizations who then requested (sometimes demanded) 
that they be allowed to usc the new system. 
\\'hi Ie the "Hanuning Approach" is certainly slower and arguably riskier than the 
"Hammer Approach", it does generate a higher degree of end-user commitment to adopt the new 
system After all, the end users requested the new system This serves to gn;atly reduce a 
potentially large souree of resistance. 
2. Sociotechnical Systems Redesign 
The generic intervention model described ahove is almost identical to the sociotcchnical 
systems redesign mode l offered by William Pasmore (1988). Pasmore's model included a step to 
dctennine how the environmental demands of competitors, shareholders, corporate management, 
and customers might impact the nature and scope of changes in an organization. This is 
certainly <.\ valuable step and is assumed to occur in Phase I of Bushc and Shani's generic 
intervcntion model 
The real difference octween the two modds appears to be the implementation. The 
generic intervention model proJX>SCS impkmcnling the modd outside but parallclto the fonnal 
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organizational structure_ The sociotechnicai systems redesign model aims to change the entire 
organizatIOnal structure 
3. Tool~ of BPR 
The us~ of parallel lea11ling structures is appropriate for innovation Combining thIs 
structure with the tools available in business process recnginccring (Hammer and Champy, 
(993) would ~nabk tk DoD travel delivery system to drastically reduce administrative costs 
while radically improving customer service. \Vhik Michael Hammer hils enjoyed tremendous 
commercial success With a "how to" I:xJok on reengineering titled The Rangilleering Re'l'oiulioll 
(Green, 1995), a collaborative efi(Jlt of many people fnml /\ T &T provides a ocUer reengineering 
framework. to build il better travel system in DoD. 
According to AT&T (1991), the reengineering strategy should include four steps_ The 
first step is to evaluak ococfits, costs, and risks. The primary activity for this step is Lo evaluilte 
the feasibility of a rcengille(:ring proJecL based on expected benefIts, risks, and the environment 
The deliverables for this step are the decision to begin, the charter for the reengineering team, 
and a ~tra\cgy for change management. 
The second step in reengineering is to recommend a concept for a redesigned process 
The primary activity for this step is to develop and evaluate concepts for a new process design 
based on customer requirernenLs, benchmarking, and innovaLive ideas. The deJiyerables for this 
step are innovative iocas, high-level tlowcharts, estimated requirements, prdimi:na()' feasibility 
analysis, and the dt:cision to continue. 
The third step is to design the process. The primary activity for this step is to develop 
and evaluate the detailed design. The deliverables for this step are detailed flowcharts, process 
Jocasures, prediction models, final feasibility anillysis, and the decision to implement the 
redesigned process. 
The fourth step is tQ implt:l1lt:nt tlk: process_ Tht: primary activity for this step is La 
develop the final implementation plan and sekct the cutover strategy. The deliverab\cs for this 
ster are the implementation plan, pliln for organizational redesign, implementation of change 
management plan, and a redesigned process that is continuously managed. 
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4. Comparing NPS Rein"ention Efforts to the Generic Intervention Model 
Comparing the NPS travel reinvention effort to the generic intervention model illustrates 
areas that could be improved. Table 4 provides a comparison of the NPS reegineering team 
against each phase of the intervention modeL Because the reinvention effort is ongoing, NPS 
has not en1t:rcd the fmal two phases of tile in1t:rvention model 
I 
I 
Generic Intervention Model 
(Phases) 
1. Initial Defenition of Purpose 
and Scope 
II. Formation of Steering 
Committee 
TIl Communication 
Naval Postgraduate School Reenginecring Efforts 
INo The travel reengineering team developed a 
No 
No 
I :a:::e:~~ut input from senior 
The team had no senior management 
representation and lacked the authority to 
make changes 
No formal communication prior to the 
design of the new travel system 
IV . Formation and Development of Limitt:d One cross-functional group which met (\.\'0 
Study Groups hours per week. No human resourccs 
allocated full-time. 
V. Inquiry Process 
VII. Experimental Implementation 
Ivnt ~'ystcm-wide Diffusion and 
Evaluation 
Yes 
Planned 
Unknown 
Briefed Executive Steering Committee in 
May 1995. 
lntial test to include three dcpanmcnts. 
~I~.l detennine after completion of Phase I 
Table 4. Comparing NPS Reinvention Efforts to the Generic Intervention Model 
Tn general, NPS did not allocate adequate resources to the strategic planning. design. or 
implementation of the travel reinvention project. The travel reengineering team was essentially 
an ad hoc workgroup with no guidance, vi!:ion. or direction from a steering committee. The 
travel recnginccring team was responsible for analyzing the current travel system and designing, 
procuring, testing, and implementing a totally new system. The team attemptt:d to do this by 
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meeting approximately two hours per week while spending the remaining 38 hours oflhe work 
week al their "real" jobs 
The travel recnginccnng team performed most of the functions of phases V and VI of the 
inten'cntion model. This pro.:iuced the design for a new travel system wilh tremendous potential 
benefits. The team recOIrunended purchasing a software package that providt:s the requisite 
technology for the new design_ However, the failure to adequately address phases of the 
intervention model, su~h as communicating the vision throughout the organization, is likely 10 
require an uphill baIlie to dfect the organizational change necessary to implement the new 
design. 
C. SUMMARY 
The plan laid out, to establish a parallel learning structure and usc a four-step approach to 
business pro~ess rn:nginccring, appears simple. However, it is extremely complex and requin:s 
numerous initiativt:s in the managt:ment structure of DoD to succt:ssfully implement. This plan 
is only the framework that bardy scratcht:s the surface of what is required to accomplish and 
docs not address the tim:: and ft:SOIlfCt:~ involved to carry out a reenginccring project. 
Wh.ile this dramatic level of <.:hange in many 000 business processes in general and the 
travel system in particular is ovt:rdut:, tht:re is ample reason for skepticism ohhe ability to 
accomplish this radical change_ One oftht: nitieal factors for success is the support of a 
high-level champion to sec the project through inevitable strong resistancc forces (Champy, 
1995). The rapid turnover of military and high ranking civilian political appointees in kcy 
billets is a strong dctcrrent to a cbampion slt:pping forward 10 flgbl thc battles of a long-term 
rccnginccring project. Often, opposition outside 000 (from the direction of Capitol Hill) is 
enough to make the most adamant proponent for changc nm for cover 
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VI. LESSONS LEARNED 
A. OVERViEW 
Bushe and Shani (199\) define learning as "the creation and/or impleme ntation of 
new thoughts and behaviors by employees." This chapter articulates new thoughts 
derived through researching the DoD travel system and working with the NPS travel 
reengineering team. The Jessons stem frolll experience as well as observation. 
The importance that corporations place on learning is exemplified by 
international Learning Conferences held semi-annually by Global Business Network. 
Peter Schwartz (1991) described the success ufthe Learning Conferences in the 
following lenns: 
Tht: meetings did not "work" in the sense of creating any tangible product. 
Rather, they lcd to understanding and collaborations, for both the 
corporate clients and the participants 
This chapter doe::~ not produce a tangible product for changing the 000 travel 
system. Tht: intention is to foster understanding and collaboration for 000 organizations 
that attempt to reengineering trave]. The lessons provided an: the authors' opinion based 
upon results ofa literature review and observation The lessons shared here also apply to 
DoD reengineering efforts other than travel. 
B. SENIOR MANAGEMENT PARTIClPATION 
The single most reinforced lesson has been the need for senior management 
participation in driving the change effort. John Kottcr (1995) said that" major change 
is impossible un1c~s the head ofthe organization is an active supporter" Hanllllcr and 
Champy (1993) clcarly stated that 
Reengineering, in contrast (to TQM). is an intensive, top-down, 
vision-dnven effort that requires nonstop senior managt:rylt:nt partic ipation 
and support. 
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Davenport (1993) agreed that ' .. proces~ innovation is not nonnany a bottom-up 
activity." Still, the efTort 10 reinvent travel at NPS is void of senior management 
participation and h&; received only verbal support. No resources, human or financial, 
were identified, offered, or made available. No senior management involvement is 
evident in the creation or communication of a vision for the NPS travd ~ys tem 
One mea~urc ofinvolvemt:nt ofNPS senior management in changing the travd 
system is a comparison to the Eight Steps to Transfonning Your Organization (Kotter. 
1995). The eight steps are· 
• establishing a sense of urgency 
• funning a powerful guiding coalition 
• creatmg a vision 
• communicating the vision 
• empowering others to aCI on the vision 
• planning for and creating short-term wins 
• consolidating improvcments and producing still more change 
• and institutionalizing new approaches. 
NPS senior managcment has either not addressed or has been ineffcctive at addressing 
any of these eight steps. 
It is difficult to be more precise in analyzing the support ofNPS' s senior 
management becau~ the support is eitlx:r transparent or non-existent. The only known 
involvement ofNPS senior management with tlx: travel project was listening to one brief 
on the travel reenginecring tcam's concept for NPS. The travel team requested, and was 
allowed, to bricfthe schCKll's executive steering committee (ESC) in May 1995 
During the brid, the ESC voiced support for the project but offered no tangible 
resources. The ~ntimcnt from the ESC chainnan was surprise that the project design 
had not been implemented. This sentiment seems ironic when viewed in context of the 
need feed for senior management participation in effecting organizational change. 
While senior management at NPS has been weak in active participation, senior 
management within DoD apparently understands the top-down implementation principle 
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for rcenginecring efforts. St:nior DoD official s provided the charter for the DoD Task 
force to Rccngim:cr Travel (000, 1995). The task force had the power and support to 
proceed with recommended changes. Leaders of the task force appear to understand the 
challenge of implementing the newly designed travel system as evidenced by DoD task 
force co-chair Ms. Karen Aldcnnan Slated (Shoop, 1994) 
There an: so many different communities involved in the Department of 
Defense that getting agreement is difficult. And there are alw cultural 
change,>_ After all, we are trying to empower travelers, by allowing them 
access to a S)'slcm without a front-end check. 
This statement also indicates senior management involvemt:nt in the critical area of 
communicating the vision for change 
Senior DoD managers involved in tht: t;{Jor1 to reinvent travel have read the 
reengineering literature, conferred with change managt:ment consultants, and understand 
the philosophy and challenges ofimplemcnting an organizational changt: program. The 
biggest challenge remaining for senior DoD managers is creating an environment free 
from fear and mistrust in order to promote both initiative and acccplanct: to change. 
Unless the culture in DoD changes to encourage initiative by allowing room for failure, 
change efforts will continue to face an arduous battle. 
C. FULL-TIME, POWERFUL, CROSS-FUNCTlO:"\·AL TEA.l"\1 
Rt:t:ngint:ning teams should work ful\-tirrx:: on tht: rt:t:ngineering effort. Hanuner 
and Champy (1993) bluntly stated that: 
Part-time assignments don't work. A nlinimum commitment is 75 pereent 
of each kam member's time ... 1\ lessor obligation will make it extremely 
difficult to get anything done. It also risks stretching the rcenginccring 
erfon oul so long Ihat it loses mOIIlt:ntum and dies. In tact, we strongly 
urge that organi7.ations assign team rrn:;mbers 100 percenl to the team 
Besides making it easit:r lor tht: team to accomplish what the·it must, a 100 
percent commitment sends a powerful signal to the company that 
management is serious about rt:t:ngint:t:ring. 
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Davenport (1993) agrees that filII -time teams arc a necessity. He stated 
We have been told by process design team members that it is difficull to 
allocate attention to teamwork unless it comprises at \cast 50% of their 
jobs. In other words, a tcam that meets only one day per week is not 
likely to succeed 
Travel reinvention efforts at NSA , AFDW, and the Army's Forces Command 
established full-time travel reengineering teams to coordinate the cnange effort. As 
previously stated, NP S attempted to effect maJO!; culturaL organizat ional, and technical 
changes relying on a team of relatively low-level cmployees--without authority to make 
any changes--on a part-time basis. The group met on average one day per week for less 
than two hours. When occasional tasks were assigned bct\.1.'een meetings, the tasks were 
usually not accomplisht:d. This indicated that the only tiIT\C devoted to the team was 
during the meetings. 
Another tenet of successful rcengillCGring teams is the use of both "insiders and 
outsiders" to form tht: group (Hammer et ai., 1993. ) For the NPS travel reengineering 
team, insiders are people who work inside the travel proces~. Thi~ included p;:rsonnel 
from PSD, Comptroller, SA TO, and a departmental travel clerk. Outsider~ included 
personnel from information systems, students, the Reinvention Coordinator. and a TQL 
facilitator. 
Students are an excellent source to augment reengincering teams but cannot be 
full-time members oftbe reengioccring team. Students could participate in more 
reengincering teams if the work matched requirements for required or elective COUl"'SCS. 
Student research could also be conducted as directed study course work or in conjunction 
with the requirements for a thesis 
The NP S reengineering team represented an appropriate cross-section of the 
travel process. However, because team rn::mbc:rs were working in their ·'regular" johs, 
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tht: temptation to represent parochial inlt:rests was always present. Davenport (J 993) 
stated 
As long as the members of these design teams arc evaluated by their 
functional managers, their willingness to suggest process designs thai 
weaken or reduce headcount in functions will be compromised 
In particular, personnel represent ing the Comptroller's office were often unable to 
commit to any proposed changes without consulting with superiors 
St:vcring t ics with their prev ious assignments is onc way to foster collaboration 
on team pwjl:cts. Another way to increase cooperation and systems thinking among 
team members is to have team members stay with the project t1uough impkmcntation 
and fu ll rollout oftbe new process_ Hammer and Champy ( 1993) slated 
Insiders should nol expect to return to their previous jobs when 
reengim:ering is over. Rather, they should expect 10 become part of lhe 
new organi7.J1tion that will perform the new process lhal they are 
designing, No incentive is quite so effective as the prospecl of having to 
live with the result of one's work 
A strength of insiders on a reengineering leam, in addition to their knowledge of 
the system, is credibility with peers_ This credihility is essentia l in Implement ing the 
newly designed process_ Although NPS travel team members were selected from the 
right places, personnel appeared to lack lhe authority to act independently. Therefore. 
the NI'S team members lacked credihility outside the rcengineering team. 
Another pan oftbe team development process is the selection of a team leader by 
the team members. Although thc team leader may fac ili tate the agenda and resolve 
scheduling conflicts, the primary role of the team leader is to act as a team memher, Just 
like everyone else (Hammer e\ aI. , 1993). Perhaps because the travel team at NPS mel so 
infrequently, the project coordinator began to make and implement decisions on behalf of 
the travel team without consulting the team Sometimes, team members were not even 
informed of the act ions of the project coordinator 
An example of an action taken without informing team members was the decision 
to purchase travel software wit houl developing an interface 10 the accounting syskm An 
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interface is required to allow line managers access to real-time data. Also, an interfan: is 
necessary to allow line managers to obligate funds. Jfline manager:; cannot obligate 
funds, the comptrolkr's office must ohligak funds, requiring an additionallevd of 
approval. Glenn Bingham (1995), president of Federal Software, stated that without the 
interface, the system merely automated a way to create paper in the current system. 
Understanding the importance of an interface to revolutionizing the travel ,:>ystem 
leads one to question the rationale behind the decision at NPS. The reason the 
comptroller's office decided not to develop the accounting interface may be explained by 
observing the case study of a strategic change initiative of a Fortune 500 company 
(Walker et aI., \995). The study staled 
At milestone one, the potential loss of control, rather than the technology 
itself, occupied marketing managers' attention 
NPS's comptroller personnel apparently reackd similar to marketing managers in the 
case study. That is, they appear concerned with a potential loss of control 
Another tenet of BPR is the need 10 go for dramatic gains. The approach at NPS 
(i.e .. unwillingness to interface to the accounting system) is extremely timid. 
Concessions in design-- from revolution toward cvolution-- are more likely as the project 
spans time without accomplishing dramatic change. 
Nl'S is now experiencing the consequences of ignoring the wisdom gained hy 
leaders of the business process reengineering moveTnt:nt. Minimal time allotted to 
effecting change resulted in painstakingly slow progress. The effort lost momentum and 
the reengincering team .... irtually died. Failure of senior management to charter a 
ful[.time reengineering team placed the future of the project in jeopardy 
D. ENVlROI\"MEI\"T FOR CHANGE 
Another principle of reenginecring involves an en .... ironme:nt for change. The 
culture in DoD enshrines what Hammer and Champy (1993) call "endless planning, 
flawless execution" Everyone in DoD understands that failure in war is catastrophic 
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This paradigm has carried over into all aspects or DoD. Because reengineering involves 
invention and discovery, team members must be able to make mistakes and to Ieam from 
them (Ilammer el aI., 1993). Becauf'.e failure is not allowed. the fear of failure inhibits 
initiative and TCslrids change 
NSA credited an environment for change for enabling business process 
reengineering 10 succeed (NSA, 1994). The Travel Reengineering Team (TRT) at NSA 
completed a flowchart orlhl:: eurn:n! travel system with relative case. Chip Mahan, Ihe 
project manager for the TRT, emphatically slated that thiR process was easy because of 
the Total Quality Management (TQM) infrastructure available at NSA. This 
infrastructure is also credited with NSA's ability to redesign the travel system without 
hiring a consultant. Consultants were used to build a Business Process Reengineering 
model that the TRT used to reengineer the system. 
Kathleen Fenton, a change consultant for Washington-based Atlantic Rim Group, 
~lres!'.Cd the importance of a climate conducive to change (Fenton, 1995). She: stated that 
it is "very easy to influence people who are ready to ehangc_" 'Nhcn asked how she 
aSSEssed the climate for change within the DoD, Ms_ Fenton believed that most DoD 
managers need instruction on change. Specifically, managers need to "get out of the 
product focus and shift to the process focus." 
The Goverrunent Accounting Office conducted an extensive review of the travel 
initiatives within the DoD (Dugan et a!. , 1995). From the investi gation, Ms. Carol 
Langelier cited several clements that tend to reduce resistance to change including: 
• appointing a full time team responsible for the change 
• rt:cognizing that change is an ongoing process that keeps evolving 
• util izing a structured approach 
• completing a rigorous baseline study of commercial best practices and 
• having strong senior level support. 
The environment at NPS is not conducive to change Managers seem engulfed 
with a fear of fai lure The TQL program has not produced the results desired. Even 
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designation as a Rt:invt:ntion Labor<ltory has not created intt:r""l ch<lnge. The success of 
the trav!::! reinvention effort, or any change effort at NPS, will continue to be a struggle 
against the odds until the environment rewards efforts to ch,mgt: regardless ohlle 
outcOfnl;: . 
.... vhik the NPR has significantly enhanced the climate for change throughout the 
federal government, some feel that it has not gone far enough. According to one member 
of the OPR, the focus on implementing change is backwards (Percy, 1995). Colonel 
Da .... e Perey feels that the initial t:mphasis should be to change things in Washington D.C 
first. Ue argues "Instead, we arc pushing all the change onto lower echelons, then going 
on the road to publicize the changes in an attempt to create enough momentum to push 
the snowball back up thl:: hill ,. 
As an example of things not changing in Washington, Colonel Percy relates the 
story of President Clinton's request to Congress to cut the number of political appointees 
in half. Although Congress did not vote to reduce the number, Vice-president Gore 
suggested that President Clinton simply fill only half of the positions. Presidt:nt Clinton 
declined to take this politically difficult stance, missing what Colonel Percy belie .... t:d to 
be a golden opportunity to set the example for change 
This story points to the distinction between commitment and invol .... ement. This 
distinction is perhaps best revealed by an old farmer's analogy to the traditional bacon 
and egg breakfast. While the chicken may be in .... olved in producing thl:: eggs for 
hreakfast, without question, the pig is committed to pro .... iding the bacon. When it comes 
to senior level support to overcoming resistance to changt:, it ht:1ps to ha .... e more pigs 
than chickt:ns 
E. CUMl"\iUNICATING THE VISION 
The radical change proposed by rcengineering is often doomed to failure withom 
the support of at least a critical mass of stakeholders. Recognizing this fact is the first 
step to overcoming the: inevitable resistance: to change. Outreach, or communicating with 
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stakeholders, is essential to establishing a rapport , ~o1iciling ideas, providing information 
on thc change progress, and ~ohciting feedback that all serve to ovt:fcome resistance 
l.Sfakebolders 
An obvious key to a successful outreach program is to identify ~takeholders. In 
the 000 travel system, stakeholders included other government agencies, 000 
management, travel professionals, line managers, travelers. the cro, and American 
Express. The large number of stakeholders sheds a glimmer of light on the magnitude of 
change involved in reengioccring trave L This is imponant becaust: the complexity of 
reengineering a system grows exponentially according to the number ofslakeholdcrs 
involved with the ~ystem (fenton, 1995). 
Other government agencies have varying degrees of interaction with the 000 
travel systetn These include Congress, GAO, GSA, IRS, NPR, and the State 
DepartTllt:nt Besides the political intereMs of other agencies, inte raction ranges from 
budget authority to tax liability to counlry clearances 
The NSA bas effectively conducted outreach with other government agencies_ In 
fact, NSA has received approval for its new travel system fro m GSA, GAO, and the IRS 
but is still wailing for approval from DoD. There is some concern at NSA that DoD 
could end up looking very "bureaucralJc" (politically incorrect in the age orreinventillg 
government) by responding slowly 
Management within 000 that is concerned with the travel system includes Ihe 
office ortbe Secretary of Defense and DFAS. Each service component has ils own travel 
professionals, line managers, and travelers. To minimize the resistance from all 
slake holders, ontreach should be stressed early and often. 
2. Outreach Styles 
The way to conummicate with stakeholders is ollen as important as what is 
cornmUllicated_ The perspective or the stakeholder is critically import.mt. Fenton (1995) 
elaborated on the issue of perspective when trying to overcome resistance. She stated 
that "You have to reali2e that evcryont: is tuned in to WIJ-FM, which means~hat's lult 
Lor Me. When conducting outreach you should always try to place yourself in the 
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perspective of the perron you are working with. Don'l Ihink of how the system Ix;nefits 
you. Instead, focus on how the system will benefit the other person ., 
Another style for conducting outreach was provided by a member of the DoD 
Task Force to Reengineer Travel. They stated that the best tool to break down resistance 
10 change is to evoke "ugly" memories. Remind peopk of Iravel horror stories to appeal 
10 change. This task force member lelt Ihat a "vast record of annoyance" usually meant 
that evel)"one had their own personal horror slol)" and, when reminded, would icellhe 
urgency to change. 
}'. l\.HSCELLANEOUS LESSO]\""S 
1. Perpetual Power Struggle 
In 000, power comes from rank, position in an organization, reporting senior, 
number of personnel assigned, and budget size. Individuals are focused on creating and 
maintaining their power base. 000 managers will resist changes thallhrcaten their 
source of power 
Managers in 000 slated that they were concerned that the new travel system 
would shift costs to the operation and maintenance accounts without a corresponding 
increase in the budget. Additionally, organizations in 000 arc concerned that Congress 
will reduce the budget prior to attaining the savings projected by the new Iravel system 
Any decrease in the budget leaves a monetary shortfall and erodes an organization's 
power base, 
1. Political Alliances 
In the corridors of tile Pentagon it seems impossible to separate politics and 
policy. Any 000 reinvention ellort faces certain political resistance. j\lthough politics 
can be vicious in corporate America, profit is the bottom line. In government service, 
politics often i~' the bottom line. Certainly, political alliances will be instrumental in 
overcoming resistance to tlx: new 000 travel system 
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G. S UMl\1ARY 
The following is a sununary of lessons learned-
• Senior management participation is imperativt: to successfully rcenginet:r a 
husine~s process 
• full-time, powerful, cross- functional reengineering teams art: vital. 
.. Technological change is not as difficult as organizational change 
• Establishing a vision for the ideal system is necessary. 
• Communic<lling the ideal vision to key stakeholders is t:ssential 
• Design the process and then use technology to imp1emenllhe system 
Adhering to these lessons will not guarantee success. Ilowever, not using them may 
ensure fai lure. 
Fenton (1995) staled that reinventing travel was the fin;t large DoD reengim:ering 
project. She felt that DoD is using this as a test case for reenginecring. If the task force 
drofTs to recllgineer travel fail, Ms_ Fenton questioned if reengineering in DoD is 
possible_ Considering the current culture of DoD, thai is a question that will remain 
unanswered without additional research 
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APPENDIX A. FEDERAL AUTOMATED SYSTEM FOR TRAVEL (FASTravel) 
FASTravel 
Concept of 
Operations 
January 24, 1995 
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General Description 
FASTravel is a fully automated and paperless travel order and voucher proce~sing system that 
uses government developed and commercial off-the-shelf softv/are to allow travelers to request 
and prepare orders and vouchers from their desk top computer. All parts of the process, 
including creation, transfer, approval, computation, accounting, disbursement, and retention are 
accomplished electronically. Additionally, f"ASTravel incorporates the following policy and 
procedural changes 
One Review and Approval Level: FASTravc1 electronically rOllles documents 
from the traveler to only one review and approvallcvel, instead of manually 
routing it through several offices. The system's automatic audit modules check 
accuracy , fund availahility, proper accounting classification, etc. replacing the I 
functions previously accomplshed manually by different offices. 
Maximum Use of Government Charge Card: By maximizing travelers ' use of 
government charge and "ATM-in-Pocket" (traveler' s checks) for all costs, including 
airline tickets, lodging, and rental car expt:ncsc, FAST ravel eliminates tht: need for cash 
advances, increaing charge contractor rebates to the government, and eliminating the 
complex eTO billing and reconciliation process 
Disbursement via Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT): FASTravcl automatically 
computes propt:r travel payments and initiates EFT disbursements to travelers ' bank 
accounts within minutes, eliminating the expt:nse and inconvenience of processing check 
payments. FAST ravel also "splits" the EFT disbursement, sending appropriate amounts 
to both the charge card contractor and the traveler. Geocrally, travelers no longer receive 
bills from the contractor, instead they receive statements showing amounts charged and 
amounts paid by the disbursing office. This virtually eliminates charge card delinquency, 
increasing contractor rebates to the government. 
On-Line Transportation and Lodging Reservations: The Contracted Travel Office 
(CTO) makes all reservations (including transportation, lodging, rental cars, etc.), using 
data transmitted directly from the traveler's desk top computer. 
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Functional Responsibilities 
FASTravc!'s operation requires action by individuals in several funct ional positions and 
various levels of an installation, includmg the base level, the finance office, and al the 
organizational leve l. The general responsibilit ies for each functional level are described in the 
following paragraphs 
Bll seLevel 
Communications Unit Commander 
Ensures thai the sofiware is properly installed and configured on the Local Area Network 
in order to provide access to all potential users .. 
FASTrawl Systems Monitor 
Ensures that all FASTravel systcrn1evcl settings, procedures and background routines for 
interfacing to the Air Force standard computer systems are functioning properly. In 
addition, maintains system level security and maintenance for FASTravcl hardware and 
communications 
Finance Office 
Financial Services Officer (FSO)//Jejense Accounting Offuer (DAO) 
As FSOs and DADs are pucniarly liable for funds disbursed by FASTravcl, they assigned 
the broadest the system permission levels, The FSO must selec t the primary and alternate 
lnstallation FASTravei Administrators (from among finance offiee pc:rsonne1), certify the 
Chief ofT rave l' s electronic signature, and along with the Chief of Travel, interpret and 
implement policy ehanges distributed from higher headquarters. Only the FSO and the 
Chid ofTravcl will have pc:rmission to set up the routing for the Installation FASTravel 
Administrators 
(JliefojTra~'el 
Ccniflcs Installation FAST ravel Administrator's electronic signature and 
implements policy changes distributed from higher headquarte rs_ Responsible for 
day- ta-day FASTravc1 prOCessing within the Finance Office. 
Installation FASTrave/ Administrator (IPA) 
This travel official is responsible for the application level maintenance and initial set up 
ofFASTravd system at an installation and has the authority to sct pcnnission leve ls for 
all of the installation uscrs's. Sets permission lcvcls and certifies electronic signatures for 
all travel technicians and all Un'lt FASTravei Administrators. Coordinates any system 
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level issues, including upgrades and system bug reports with FASTravel Systems 
Monitors. Trains travel technicians and Organizational FASTravel Administrators. 
Travel Technician 
Conducts post payment audits of statistically appropriate voucher sample, reviews and 
processes documents. maintains databases, edits tables. controls other system parameters 
(including rale tables, authorization types, calculation defaults, expense categories, etc.), 
provides customer support regarding system operations, procedures, entitlements, etc. 
Organizational Level 
Organizational F ASTravel Administrators 
Each organization's Adnunistrator updates personnel information, routing and 
signature profiles for FAST ravel users, establishes and edits groups tables, sets 
permission level for F ASTravel users, and edits accounting codGs and labels 
Document Preparer 
Inputs all required information into system for orders andlor vouchers 
Travelers 
Sign tneir own orders (except group orders) and vouchers, regardless of whet ncr 
they prcpan: their documents. 
Approving Officiol 
Reviews and verifies the itinerary and expenses of orders and vouchers to ensure 
that travel actually occurred and claimed expenses are ICasonable. 
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F ASTravel Processing 
Periodic Automated Data lipdates: 
FAST programs have hccn designed 10 extract data from various existing datahaSt:s and fonnal 
Illis data to ink ract with a commercial off-the-shelf software application (see flowchart A-
Periodic Automakd Upd<lles)_ FAST extracts the following types of data 
Personnel in/ormation (from miJiJary and civilian pu.vroll files): 
Pen;onm::l data (names, addrcssc~ unit of assignment, etc.) 
Bank account and routing numbers for electronic funds transfer (EFT). 
Accounting/Budget information (from Operating Budget Ledger (DRL) alld Master 
AppmpriaiWn Reference Table (JL4RT): 
Organizational travel budget allocations by Respon~ibility Center/Cost Center 
Appropriation information including Fund and Program Summary Records (FSRs 
and PSRs), valid accounting classifications, etc 
Electronic Signature Certificating Procedures: 
During cmployec inprocessing or introductory training, prior to initial usc of the FAST ravel 
system, each employee must establish a unique eledronic signature for themselves. This process 
must be witnessed and certified by an authorized travel k:~hnician (certificating official) 
according to the following procedufCs 
Electron;c Signature Certifl{~ation: 
Personnel offICe creates list o f new users 
CertiJicating official checks new user's identification card to conJirrn identity and 
compares to list. 
System prompts new user to enter userid 
User ~ntcrs "F" followed by Social Security Account Number. 
System prompts user to enter a password which must be eight characte rs long 
with at least one non-alpha character 
System prompts user to enter password again to validate 
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System prompts user to enter an electronic signature code which must also be: 
eight characters long with at least one non-alpha character. This is used to 
generate the user's public/private key pair. 
System prompts user to enter electronic signature code again to validate. 
The system prompts the certificating official to enter his/her own electronic 
signature code thereby generating a certificate for the: user's public key 
At the end of each day, a person other than a certifIcating official obtains a list of 
the certificates generated and compares it to the list generated by Personnel of 
individuals who should have obtained certificates. 
The certificate database will indicate who verifIed the individuals authorized to 
obtain certifIcate 
Certificate i'Janaxement: 
The certificate record contains a serial number, date, time, user's name and public 
key, and certificating oflicial's name and electronic signature. These certificates 
are then stored in a trusted database along with their status i.e., active, revoked, 
along with the person's electronic signature who placed it in the database 
Any additions, deletions, or modifications to the table of authorized certificating 
officials are permanently recorded and unalterable. 
Document Preparation Approval and Processing: 
Documents are created and proces~d in FASTravel using a conunercial software 
application in conjunction with government developed programs (for Order 
l'reparalionand Order Approval - see Flowchart B - Order Preparation and 
Approvall'rocess, fOf Voucher Preparation and Voucher Approval - see 
flowchart C . Voucher Preparation and Approval Process). The commercial 
software tracks electronic documents by designating a stams al each step in the 
process. In the: foJlowing description the status of a document after each step in 
the process is indicated in bold ty~. 
I) Order Preparation: 
Order Preparer (traveler or administrative personnel) creates order using 
commercial ~oftware (document status '" "Created"). 
Order Preparer "SAVES" document. 
System prompts for user for electronic signature code 
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Order Preparer enters their own signature code (document status ;= 
"Signed") 
The system uses the signature code 10 generate the signer's electronic 
signature at the user's work station 
System performs fund availahility check 
System electronically routes document to approving official 
2) Order Approval: 
Approving official notified by email; signs into commercial software. 
System displays message, "Documents waiting review." 
Approving official "Re"iews" document after the e lectronic signature is 
validated. If requests and itinerary are deemed appropriate, approves the 
order (document status =" Appro,,'ed") 
Sysl.t:m prompts approving offIcial for his/her electronic signature code. 
Approving official enters electronic signature code. 
The system llses the signature code to generate tht; signer's e lectronic 
signature at the user's work station. 
Fund availability checked again; funds obligated. 
Tfthe approving official deems some aspect of the request 
uunecessary or inappropriate, he/she may modify and/or make comments 
and "Return" thc order. The document returns to thc person who signed it 
with a notice oftht; modifIcation, date, time and name of the person who 
modified the document and saves the original document. The original data 
and all modifications are stored as a permanent part oflbe: record 
(document status = "Return"). This allows tne creation oftne original 
signed document and tne approved signed document for verification if 
needed. 
The system programmatically chnks the document with audits 
controlled by the fmance office. lfthe document passes the audit , it is 
marked as Audit Pass" . lfthe document fa ils tnc automatic audit, it is 
marked as "Pending" and is routed to the travel office. The travel office 
marks the document as "AFO-Pass" or returns it to the traveler 
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Commercial software interfaces with FAST programs which format 
data to update the Air Force accounting system CBQ) through the existing 
General Accounting Microcomputer Processing System (GAMPS) 
(document status = "Datalink") 
3) Voucher Preparation: 
Voucher Preparer (traveler or administrative: personnel) completes 
voucher from existing order using commercial software (document 
status = "Created"). 
Traveler "VIEWS" document to ensure accuracy of clainL 
Voucher Preparer "SAVES" document. 
System prompts traveler for electronic signature code 
Traveler enters their own signature code (only traveler may sign 
claim) (document status = "Signed") 
The system uses the signature code to generate the signer's 
electronic signature at the user's work station. 
If .... oucher is not signed by the traveler, the document will fail the 
program audit check.. 
System electronically routes document to approving official 
4) Voucher Appro\'al: 
Approving official notified hy email; signs into commercial 
software 
System displays message, '·Documents waiting review." 
Approving official "Re\iews" document after traveler's signature 
is validated. The approving official does not need to be an expert 
in travel entitlements because the software automatically computes 
and audits each claim and ensures that exrx;nses fall within preset 
thrc~holds. Approval of the document only attests as to the 
voracity and reasonahleness of the claiITL If claim is deemed 
appropriate, the approving official electronically signs the 
following stat<:ment (document status = "Approved") 
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"I have reviewed the itinerary and expenses clai"!-ed in this 
voucher and have determined that, to the best of my knowledge, 
they are appropriate and reasonable. " 
System prompts approving official for his/her electronic signature 
code. 
The sysk:m uses the signature cooe to generate the signer's 
electronic signature at the user's work station. 
Approving official enters deenanic signature code. 
If the approving official deems some aspect of the c !aim as 
inappropriate. he/she may make comments and "Return" the 
vou~her to the traveler. (document status = "Return"). 
The system programmatically checks the document with audits 
controlled by the finance office. Tfthe document passes the audit, 
il is marked as "Audit Pass". If the document fails the automatic 
audil , it is marked as "Pending" and is routed to the trave l offIce . 
Thc travel office marks the document as ",\FO-Pass" or retums it 
to Ihc traveler. 
On a regular basis the travel office win "Datalink" all 
" Approved" and "AFO-Pass" authorizations and vouchers. This 
process interfaces the commercial system to thc FAST database, 
transmitting all orlhe data necessary to update the Air forcc 
accounting system (BQ) through the existing General Accounting 
Microcomputer Pro~essing System (GAMPS). (document status = 
"Datalink") 
5) Finance Office Processing: 
Finance ofllcials may use the commercial soft\\-'arc to process documents 
in three ways: 
Continuous Process Loop -- Every 30 seconds the program collects and 
audits documents that have "Approved" status 
Batch Process Loop -- "Approved" documents colledcd in batch mode, 
instead of every 30 seconds. Can be mn at dcsignalt:d time each day 
Individual Document Process -- Document process one at a time. 
Documents which fail any audits must be opencd on thc screen and 
processed by a fmance ofEcial. 
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Syskm assigns each document a new stanis based on results of electronic 
audit: 
Audit PaSli -- if the voucher or order paS!;eS al l audits (document 
status = "Audit Pass"). 
A document with this status waits for a travel technician to initiate a batch 
process collection (DATALJNK) to the FAST database 
Audit Fail-- if the voucher or order fails any audit (document status == 
"Pending"). 
Pending status will initiate the following: 
Document automatically routed to finance office. 
Software generates report of all p!;:nding documents indicating 
reaS(m(s) for audit failure . 
Travel technician reviews pending documents and decides whether 
to pass for payment or return to traveler. If the travel technician 
approves the document he/she selects "AFO PASSED" status 
(differentiating it from the automatic "Audit Pass" program 
stamp). Document remains in commercial sofuvarc database until 
travel technician initiates batch process collection (OAT ALrl'llK) 
to the FAST database 
If the travel technician does not approve the document, he!she 
stamps the document" RETURN" and the docurnt:nt is returned to 
the traveler. 
Automatic return -- if a document fails certain audits it is automatically 
returned to traveler or document Preparcr who must open the document 
and make the required changes. After the cbanges arc made, the document 
status must be updated to "Signed" once again, to initiate the document 
routing to the approving official. 
"Datalink" (document tran~fer proce~·.~ ttl create FAST database transactions): 
At a designated lime (typically afternoon or early morning) the 
Installation FAST ravel Administrator or designated travel technician turns 
the Continuous Process off and runs the DATALL.'K option from the 
commercial software processing menu (see Flowchart D - Datalink 
Process). 
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The program searches for all vouchers with status of" AfO PASS" or 
HAUlHT PASS" and all orders with "AUDIT PASS" status. 
As~igns document numlx:r and payment date 
Creates the FAST database rt:cords fin GAMPS processing (updating 
accounting system) and Integrated Paying and Collecting (lPC) 
processing(disbursing system) 
BQ Interface (updates accounting system); 
Travel technician logs into FAST ravel processing menus. 
The travel technician sees only the menu items that have been previously 
granted to them by tht: Installation FASTravei Administrator 
Travel technician enters file infom13tion for destination files . 
T ravd technician enters payment date parameter. 
FAST program collects al l documt:nls with specified payment date and 
builds GAMl'S data fde 
Travel technician ~ign~ into BQ and processes the ftle through GAMrS 
(this occurs outside of the fi\STravel Process). 
IPC Interface (trig/:er.\· dishursement): 
Paying and Collecting (fmance office) technician enters payrocnt date 
parameter 
fAST program creates a file (IPC record) of all Check/EFT transactions 
in the [PC F,\ST database with the designated payment Jate. 
Accounts Control Se(:tWn (finance o/fice): 
Reconciles each day's accounting transactions (BQ) with the same day's 
disbursement transactions ([PC) 
Prints a hard-copy voucher each ·'For Others" payment (payment made 
on bt:half of another accounting station) and fOf\\"ards to central clearing 
house 
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Post Payment Audit Procedures 
Since the FASTravel system has been designed to reduce the administrative burden and expense 
of a paper·based process, all documentation needed to support reimbursement of a travel claim is 
created, routed, approved, signed, and stored electronically. Under this "paperless" system. 
travelers retain their own receipts for a period of l20 days after the ir travel claim is settlcd. 
These receipts arc requi red to be located at the traveler's official duty station and are turned over 
to the fmance offtce if the employee separates prior to the J 20 day period. Jf they are selected by 
the system for a post payment audit, they must provide finance office with receipts. The 
following post payment audit procedures are designed to detect voucher discrepancies, 
inappropriate claims and to monitor compliance with travel polic ies and regulations. 
Finance offICe responsibilities; 
Finance officials must conduct regular audits ofa statistically appropriate sample 
of paid vouchers, to assess compliance with travel reb'Ulations, policies, and 
entitlements. When submitting vouchers (claims) for settleme nt, travelers 
electronically sign statements, which indicate that they have reviewed, have 
understood, and are in compliance with rdevant travel policies and regulations. 
Prior to, during, and periodically after implementation of fASTravei procedures, 
the finan ce office must instruct travelers on appropriate policies and procedures. 
Audit procedures: 
A fmance official, with appropriate pemt.ission levels, indicates the frequency of 
post payment audits by setting the commercial software's controls to flag every 
Nth voucher. For instance, they can sct the controls to flag every 20th voucher to 
achieve a five percent selection rate. Any vouchers with amounts that fail 
threshold tests are also identified for post payment audi ts. 
Within 95 days ofthc settlement date, the finance office notifies (automatically 
v ia e-mail or le tter) all travelers with flagged vouchers. 
Within seven calendar days of notification, travelers must provide a copy of the 
default voucher (printed using commercial software) and attach the following' 
The receipt checklist (printed using commercial softv,·arc). 
Copies of all receipts listed on the checklist 
A finance office auditor ensun:s submission of the above documents. 
The auditor reviews the documents, by comparing the submitted voucher to the 
dectronically stored voucher. For example, they cnsure thai Ihe traveler only 
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claimed lodging room and lax charges for their lodging (not rOOm service, paid 
cable television, etc.) 
If auditor determines that the claim is proper and was paid appropriately they 
acknowledge this by signing the hard copy default voucher submitted 
The auditor reports any di!>Crcpancics to the Chief ofthc Travel office, who takes 
approprialt: actions to resolve the discrepancy or investigate for potential fraud. 
The finance office produces and rdains reports summarizing the audit results 
GAO's Title 7 requirements for statistical sampling will be followed in adopting 
the sampling methodology and monitoring the sample results. 
All audited vouchers and supporting documentation will he retained in 
accordance with tht: currcnt retention requirements. 
Sample .~ize· 
The [mann: o/llce uses the above procedures to audit 50 percent of paid 
vouchns, for a period of at least three months after initial implementation of 
FAST ravel procedures. 
\Vithin an organization the: financ e office must audit 50 percent of paid vouchers to monitor 
compliance with travels policies and regulations. After this period, if the audit results indicate 
that travelers are submitting appropriate claims, the post payment audit rate may be reduced to 
statistically appropriate samples (typical.ly two to five percent) 
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Electronic Signature Verification 
Electronic signatures are verified in the FASTravcl Process by verifying public key infonnation 
with its corresponding private key inlonnation 
The public key is generated from a combination ofthe user's electronic password and several 
data elements (social security number, today's date, payment amount, etc.), which arc then 
passed through an encryption algorithm (which includes the Progress Encode Routine), which 
generates a 16-byte public key. This key can be submitted through the algorithm to verifY the 
authenticity of the infonnation that was used to generate the public key, but the infonnation 
itself cannot be extrapolated from the public key. 
Since this electronic signature application is proprietary, for additional infonnation contact 
Federal Software at 1840 Michael Faraday Drive, Reston, Virginia 22090. 
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Appendix A - Process Flowcharts 
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I. Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to identifY and document the present TAD travel 
management process at Naval Postgraduate School Monterey, California, using Integrated 
System Definition Language (IDEFO). This project will cover the Dt:partrrx:nt of Defense travel 
order processing system as implemented by the Department of the Navy at the Kava! 
Postgraduate School, Monterey, California, starting from origination to execution of travel 
orders. 
The System Management Department travel ckrk was used as a standard for the 
department section of traveL The department trave] clerk, Rose Tuchida, was interviewed and 
the process flow for the department accounting clerk, provided the imput for the Budget section 
within the department. 
Jo Anna Kallwcit, Comptollcr Travel Program Administrator, provided tnc information 
on the personnel actions and flows within the comptroller department. Chief Ednalaga (PSD) 
provided an overall view of the DoD travel and the travel procedures at NPS. Petty Officer 
Covington (PSD) provided a detail view of the Travel section within PSD. 
11. Background 
Senator William Cohen (R Maine) said in a Slalcmt:nl in Apri l 1994 that the Pentagon i ~ 
sp::nding $2.3 billion each year processing S2.0 billion of trave l orders. The travel office figures 
were compiled by Vice President GOl:e's National Performance Review. A ccording to the 
Armcd Service Committee, the Pentagon spends more money processing 11.7 million travel 
orders than the money spent on travel. The average cost to process the travel orders was cited as 
approximately $170 each [Ref. 11]. 
The reason for this project was motivated by the high-cost; labor· intensive, and complex 
process thai. IS required to process TAD travel orders. By describing the prc!lCllt process 
thoroughly and accurately, a foundation can be provided for furtht::r analysis and process 
IIIlprovcnlCnls. 
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IDEFO (Integrated System Defillition Language) is a way of graphically portraying 
business activities and their relationships (Ref. 2J. It was developed by the U.S. Air Force and is 
well known in the private and public sectors. Because it is a proven technique ofbusincss 
process modeling, it has been mandated for use by the Department ofDcfense Corporal<: 
lnfonnation Management (CIM) Policy Board [Ref. 1]. 
IDEFO models are hierarchical, starting with a high-level view of a business process and 
decomposing each process into increasing layers of detail. By modeling the activity using 
lDEFO, an important step is taken in discovery and validation of infonnation requirements ufthe 
organization. The relationship bern'een the organization and the infonnation it produces is 
elarified and the implicit rules by which the organi7ation operal<:s are elucidated [Ref. IJ . 
m. Process Description 
The travel system (Node A-O) of the Naval Postgraduate School can best be understood 
by dividing it into three primary areas of action. The first area is the department, the second 
area is the comptroller, and the third and fmal area is Personnel Support Detachment (PSD) 
(Node AD). See APPENDIX A for the IDEFO process model for the travel system. 
A. Department Processing 
The Department travel processing (Node AI) is broken down into three areas of 
responsibilities. The first area is the travel order processing, the heart of the system The 
second area is budgeting and the third area is the approval. The travel process starts with a 
customer (staff member or student) requesting assistance from the department travel clerk. This 
begins a 50mewhat lengthy challenge with many requirements, most not understood by the 
traveler 
The travel clerk requires the completion ofscveral forms ( included as attachments in 
APPENDIX B): 
• I) Travel Worksheet (attachment l) - general information required by the travel clerk to 
set the process in motion . 
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• 2) Travel Request Form (attachment 2)- required by the comptroller for identifYing the 
source of funds, which includes travel <lnd labor costs [Rd_ 14J 
• 3) Request for Travel Form (attachment 3) - requi~d by PSD for obtaining tickets 
lodging, and car rental reservations. The traveler must fill out the forms with his or her 
proposed itinerary and [ramportation, lodging, and rental car requests 
• 4) Fund Cite Authorization for Civilian Employees (atlachment 4) - required for a civilian 
employee, listing the fund cite authorization :Re[ ilJ 
• 5) Country Clearance Worksheet (attacluncnt Sj- the country clearance worbheet when 
required for foreign travel [Refs. 6,12] 
+ 6) Authorization kl Apply for a No~fcc Passport and/or Request for Visa,nDI056 
(auachrnt::nt 6), thig obligates the money for the official passport [Ref 6J. 
• 7) U.S. Department of State Application for Passport, DSP-ll (attachment 7), when 
required [Ref 6] 
Once the department travel clerk has the traveler',; itinerary (Node All), the clerk begins 
the process hy determining if the trip will require funds (Node AI12). If the trip will not require 
funding (no cost orders), the derk typt::s the orUcr" and forn'md" them to the comptroller for 
signature [Ret i3J. If funds arc required, the next step is to determine ifthe travel is to be 
within CO:-.ruS or OT.ITCO}"lJS (No&: AI13). If travel isto he within CONUS the clerk types 
the orUcrs and begins to gather the cost estimates [Refs. 4,5,6J 
OUTCO:-l"IJS travel carries the possible additional requirements of a country clearance. 
passport, and vi~a [Ref 6J. This requires the traveler to supply the clerk will a current passport 
number, or a completed form requesting a passport. The clerk wil] type this form and insure that 
a photograph is obtained and attached. The form is then fonvarded to PST) for processing 
(attachment;; 6,7). Getting a passport generally requires tlu:ee or more weeks and the earli.:st 
this process ~an be a~~omplished. the smo<:)[hcr the travel package can be ~ompkted 
Additionally, the clerk will begin the process for a country clearance request as fCyuired 
by [Refs. 12,16J. This message request is handled by the Command Travel Message Clerk 
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working in the OR department and released by Cooe 007. Tm: mes~age request is transmitted to 
tm: appropriate United States Defense Attache Office (USDAO) and the a copy of the reply 
message is later received by PSD [Refs. 3,6,12]. 
Once tnis preliminary work is completed. the clerk determines the travel mode and other 
requirements (Node Al 14). One requirement is to determine if labor will be paid by another 
fund cite different from tlx:: funding for the travel. If this OCCllfS, the clerk must indicate these 
funds on the travel orders (Node AI141). A second requirement occurs when the traveler 
require an airline ticket. The clerk must call Scneduled Airline Ticket Office (SA TO), inquire 
about the amount of the fare. and request that SA TO makt: a reservation. Tne same action is 
taken for rental cars. Lodging reservations first require the clerk to ascertain tnat government 
lodging is not available before placing commercial reservations (Node A 1145). Once estimates 
are obtained, estimalt:d costs are totaled and the package is Jorv.'arded to the Budgeting section 
[Refs. 8.14J 
The budgeting section of the department verifies that the funds, listed by the traveler, are 
available - that is, that sufficient funds exist in the "checking account" to cover the amount of 
the travel (Node AI2). This would seem to be a somewhat redundant operation, because as 
responsible adults none of us would "write bad checks". However, during our intervit:w with the 
department travel clerk, we were assured this occurs. Tfthere arc sufficient funds to cover the 
cost, the accounting clerk reserves the funds and assigns a "tango" number (this term is used to 
indicate that an obligation will be for Travel/Transport so tnat the correct appropriated funds are 
cilt:d. Tango is the phonetic spelling for the letter T, therefore "tango" numbers). to the orders 
and returns them to the travel clerk [Ref. .II]. The travel clerk types the assigned tango number 
on the orders and sends them to the first area of approval. 
The approval process [Ref. 14] can be viewed as a two tier process (NodeAI3). The 
first tier is for standard approvaJ and the second is for special approval. The standard tier is 
governed by the position oftbe traveler in the hierdrchy uftbe command (Node AU1): the 
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higher the traveler is within the chain of command, the higher the required level of approval. 
The sp!:cia1 area of approval is required in three areas (Node AI32)" 
• I) if research money will fund the travel , approval must be obtained from the research 
department; 
• 2) ifthc total cost of travel is greater than $5000, or travel involves a leave period greater 
than the TAD period, or for no cost travel orders for civilians greater than 5 work days. 
approval from the sllperinlcndent is required; 
• 3) iflravcl is to be conducted for medical (out of area doctor appointments) or travel in 
conjunction with emergency !eave, approval must be obtained the Director of Mil itary 
Operations; 
B. Comptroller Processing 
Once the department has completed all the travel request, the travel orders are forwarded 
to the comptrolkr department. The comptrollcr will ensure Ihat the cited funds are being uscd 
as thc appropriation requin::s and sufficicnt funds arc available (Rcf 13]. These checks are 
required to comply with tht:: laws of Congress. If more mont::y is obligated than authorizcd, the 
Superintendent can face legal action, which could result in incarceration time [Ref. 8J. Even 
without this, no commander would want an over-obligation of funds reportcd on his fitness 
report. If travel was compkted without thc availability of fund s, the school would be required to 
transfer funds from olhcr departments to cover tht:: un-funded travel. This action only penalizes 
the good managers and rewards the poor managers. 
On rect::iving the travel orders, the travel program administraTor dt:termines whether tht:: 
source funding of the travd orders is "no-cost", Operating Target (OPTAR), reimbursable, or 
fund cite. The administrator fOf\vards "no-cost" ordt::rs dirt::ctly for authenticating signature to 
the comptroller (Node .'\2). OPT AR funded orders art: veriflt::d by an Edit Clerk, first for a 
correct accounting citation, and then for availability of funds. A fiscal analyst then obligates all 
fiUldcd ordcrs, including OPT AR and reimbursable orders, The travel program administrator 
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completes a quality check and forwards all orders to the comptroller for an authenticating 
signarure_ The5/: actions complete the comptroller process [Ref. S]. 
C. PSD Processing 
All the previous actions come togetner within rSD. Most travelers view PSD as the 
main player for the completion of a speedy travel package. 
The travel process within PSD can be broken down into two areas (Node A3). The first 
area is Disbursing, whe.-e all travel orders requesting cash advances are received_ The 
Disbursing Department holds the original orders but forv,'ards a copy to the travel section, 
permitting that section to begin the travel package processing 
The issuance of travel advances has ocen greatly curtailed in recent years. Frequent 
travelers arc required to obtain advance cash at 1\ TMs through a Diners Club or American 
Express Card. This same card is used to pay for lodging and rental cars. The use of this system 
limits the issue of advances to those who travel less frequently (who may obtain 80% of their 
estimated meals) and travelers using their Privately Owned Vehicles (POV) (who can obtain 
80% uf the mileage) (Node A32) [Ref. 14). Once this amount is determined, checks arc cut and 
ht:1d with the originaJ orders for the traveler or department travel clerk for pickup with signature. 
\\'hen the checks are pi~ked up, dishursing releases the original orders. Original orders must he 
presented to pick up tickets at the travel section ofPSD. Checks may not be issued prior to 
three days in advance of travel [Ref 14] 
In the second area of PSD, travel receives either the original orders or a copy of the 
orders from Disbursing. The first action is to verifY that the time of travt:1 requested matches 
that of the time required (Node .'\33) [Refs. 7,91. This is a required check, since many travelers 
take leave in conjunction with trave\. Leave taken with travel effects the amount of per diem 
and lodging allowed. A t the same time, the PSD travel clerk will determine if PSD or the 
department has made advance reservations. 
rSD wilt make reservations on two different inputs. The first input is from an advance 
request form that is filled out by the Ifaveler at the beginning oftbe process; the 5/:cund is on 
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rece ipt of original orders. Making reservations in advance of the receipt of the original orders 
allows PSO to sholkn the oYer all time to complete the travel package and pmvide better serv ice 
to the traveler. By the time the onkn; arrive a\ PSD, all reservations and travel requirements 
should be accomplished, leaving only the issuance of the ticket by PSD. The first step in making 
reservations is to break them into lneec types, air, lodging, or car rental (Node A332). 
for rental cars n:servations. PSD must insure that the orders specifically slate that a 
rental car is authorized. I'SD, tluough it own branch of SA TO, will make reservations with the 
rental company that was awarded the goverrunent contract for the travelers destination city [Ref. 
6]. For lodging reservations, non-availability of government quarters (BEQ/BOQ) must first -be 
obtained, including a non-availability certificate (this can be a numhcr received over the phone), 
hdore commercial lodging is obtained [Ref. 6] 
Air reservations begin by determining iftravel will be CONUS or OUTCONUS (Node 
/\3324). If travel is CONUS, reservations arc made through SATO. IfOUTCONUS, 
additional travel requirements must be determined. A country clearancc message is required, 
and is handled by the Command Travel Message Clerk [Refs. 3,12]. If a passport or Visa is 
required, these must be obtained. A request for government transportation, including 
Visa/passport numbers, is sent to Naval Passt:nger Transportation Office (NA VPTO) to ascertain 
if a government flight is available. lfno government flights are available, NAVPTO will 
forward a control numhcr to PSD, and SA TO is permitted to make commercial reservation [Ref. 
6]. 
SA TO makes a commercial reservation by checking the availability of government 
contracted city-pair rates (govemtnl.:nt contracted city-pairs rates are for travel between two 
given cities and are awarded to a single, prime carrier) (Node A33246). If no seats are available, 
SA TO then will attempt to obtain a non-contract, government ratc. (A non-contract. 
government rate may exist for other carriers flying this same route that did not receive the award 
as the single, prime carrier.) Failing that, SA TO will made a reservation at a commereial rate 
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At this point all the actions to construct a travel package arc compkted. !fthe travel 
section of PSD holds the original orders, the tickets will be printed. All tickets will be held and 
arc only released once the traveler or department travel clerk sign for the ticket and have the 
original orders. 
IV. Summary 
As sDown by the fDEFO description ofT AD travel order processing, the tremendous 
complexity is primarily a function ofthc large number and variation of entry data at various 
points along numerous processing paths. Because the process is highly constrained, and 
complex, it is time consuming and expensive. Information from a large number of sources is 
also requirt:d, and much of it is time critical. 
Because some of the same functions can be perfonncd by different parts of the 
organization for time-critical backup capability, a large amount of communication is often 
required to prevent duplicate or omitted work. This is especially true in the case of passport 
processing and advanced reservation processing. 
Numerous constraints arc imposed by a myriad of instructions, policies, regulations, and 
contracts with the goal of meeting all requirements while controlling costs and government 
expenditures. Other constraints art: imposed by toreign countries or other departments of the 
Federal Government, that ch.1ngc frequently and are well outside the control boundaries of the 
travel order processing system 
MuhipJe approval/authentication is required due to a desire to maintain control of 
expenditure for diffe rent accounting citations, many of which reside in other branches ofthc 
Department of Defense. 
Most importantly, the sheer size and number of interfaces make it a challenge to manage 
the present travd order processing system This challenge is amplified by frequent changes in 
requirements and constraints of the independent external entities. For example, a change may be 
issued by a foreign country which changes country clearance or visa requiremc:tlls. Also, 
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changes may be required that alter rules for computing per diem or adding/removing city-pair 
contracts for a carrier_ 
Failure 10 implement somt: oftht:~ changes promptly may result in a traveler being 
"stranded" whilt: he or she waits to enter a foreign country or causes errors in travel advanced 
funds 
The present travel order system is labor intensive to compensate for it complexity. 
Efficient administration of many aspects of the system requires a fair amount of specialized 
training, familiarity with numerous references, and clearly defined working boundaries. As a 
results, personnel turnover induces ineffLciencies until the job is learned by new employees 
Agency costs are also incurred by crisis management and poorly defmed work boundaries 
Crisis management and last-minute submission of a Iravel request requires a large 'amount of 
"intervention" 10 force illhrough the process at faster than a nominal rale (2-4 weeks). Poorly 
defmed work boundaries may result in bickering and squabbling ove r who docs what, and 
further hinder processmg of a travel order. The potential of this seems 10 ~ especially apparEnt 
belween Iravel personnel at PSD and the Department Travel C lerks wherE some oflhe functions 
are duplicated in an at1.t;mpt to hasten the processing of a travel order by making advance 
reservations or passport requests. A clearly wrillen and public description of duties and 
responsibilities of the departmental personnel involved in travel order processing in the NPS 
SORM ( Standard Organization and Regulation Manual) docs not cun:ently exist. 
Lower agency and communication costs may be achieved by conducting all the present 
travel order processing in one central localion or travel office. This would pool all information 
n:sources (computerized, printouts, messages, publications, and instructions), rEduce the 
redundancies of resources, assist in defining work boundaries, minimize the distance for flow 01 
documentation around campus, and enhance the ability of the present system 10 respond 10 
changes in requirements or constraints 
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APPENDIX A 
IDEFO 
NPS TRAVEL PROCESS MODEL 
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DEPARTMENTOFTHE NAVY 
NtWA L r O\'G~ADLJHE SO' OOl 
MO,Hf R<Y, CA u r OR"'A 9J94J-5100 
From: Superintendent, Naval Postgraduate School 
T" 
Subj: FUND CITE AUTHORIZA nON FOR CIVILIAN EMPLOYEE 
Ref: ra) NAVCOMPT Manual, Vol 3, Para 032106 
NP$(21) 
1. You are hereby authorized to cite the following accounting data for the official travel of" 
Name: 
Title/Grade: 
Phone No: 
From/To/Return To: 
Date(s) of Travel: 
Purpose: 
Authorizations 
------=---~~-=~~~==~--~,~=w,~~_.T--------
....., CLASS • ..,... ~_ (T_o}ttO 
ESTIMATED COSTS 
AA • Per Diem (Incls. Car Rental). 
AB ~ Transportation (GTR Only) 
AC Advance Advance Authorized. 
AD = Registration Fee: 
TOTAL: $ _ _ _ _ 
I" """"0'" 
l----=:;;;;;:::::= I" ' ... " """" "ON.," 
YES- NO 
$ - ---
2. Per reference ra), it is lh~ responsibility of th.e Commanding Officer (or his designated 
representative) of the traveler to Insure traveler IS notified in the travel orders of the requirement to 
submit a claim to the appropriate command office within 5 calendar days after return to duty and to 
insure that traveler complies with those instructions. It is requested thaI one copy of the travel order 
be forwarded to the Superintendent, ATTN: Code 2107, Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA 
93943, prior to dale of travel, and that one copy of the paid voucher plus G7R airline itinerary be 
forwarded immediately upon settlement of claim. 
3. Point of contact at the Naval Postgraduate School is 
NA..'1E _____ ~------------ PHONE ______ _ la_ 
Countries: '" m 
" 
'" -~~~----------------- g 
~ 
" 
'< 
~:~~a~a!:~urity Number(SSN): ~ 
Title: ~ 
~~::~:~~:~: ~ 
Rank; (GS or Equivalent) : ~ 
Passport Number (Official): ril 
:::::::~ ~:~~~17~:u~~s~~~ue:------------------ ~ 
Passport Dat~/~p~l~ac~e~O~f~,~s~su~e~,================== citizenship: Date of Birth: 
Place of Birth:::--:-____________________ _ 
Resident Alien NUr.tber: __ ,----: _____ :--:-::c-:-_______ _ 
Visit: Classified ___ Unclassifiect __ _ 
Ib_ 
Proposed Itinerary: Day-by-Day Stops to include: 
(1) mode of transportation 
(2) departure and arrival dates 
(3) what you are going to do at each stop 
(4) point of contact at each stop including title/position, 
organization, address, and phone number 
Depart Monterey: 
Arrive: 
Depart: 
Arrive: 
134 
enart: 
r ·ve Hontere 
Annual Leave Taken : (include dates and places) 
" '" ~
" o g 
h1 
o 
" ~ C) 
~ 
" z ~ 
m 
x 
~ 
'" 
- --- ------------- ~ 
lc. 
Purpose and Justification for each place visited: 
If this request is being s ubmitted less than 40 days pr i or to departure, 
I p l ease give reason why: ______________________________________ _ 
i ~Lo~c~a~,~s~u~pp~o~r~t~r~e~qu:l~. r~e~d~(~Y~ES~/~N~O~) ,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
CHOP: 
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TRAVELERC _________ ___ 
CHAI R. .... .ANI _ ________ ___ 
DATE: _____________ _ 
(Revised 12 / 92-0 7) 
AUTHORIZATION TO APPLY FOR 
A "NO_FEE" PASSPORT AND I OR 
REQUEST FOR VISA 
5.· SPONSOR'S LAST NAME· fiRST NAME· MIODlE NAME 
o (II l.me U Item J. check 010<.1<) 
9. APPLICANT'S CUIIRENT MOME ADDRESS ANO liP CODE 
(Include home . 00 office telept>o"" "" . • 00 .ru codf:) 
1. DAre PASSPORT DR VISA 2. MAJOR SERVICE COMPONENT 
REQUIRW 8Y APPLICANT 
1. SPONSOR'S MILITARY RANIU 
eVILIAN GRADE 
Ill. INTERIM ADDRESS WHERE APPLICANT MAY BE CONTACTEO 
AFTER OEPAIITING LOCAnO N INOICATEO IN ITE M 9 (!",Iude 
tel~ p~""" "1'. 4r>d " . me pf pe~n with .. hom reSiding) 
11. DESTINATION (COOntry or H. UST SPECIAL ASSIGNMENT n, PASSPCRT WILL U fORWARDED TO : (Irld~ complete ", . ,1,"9 
Coun/net) REQUIRING PASSPORT' .ckire ll. IOI",Wdt buildi"9"um~r. room numoer,.ndZIPCode) 
(See NOTE be/ow) 
14. EST DATE Of OEPAIITURE 15. PROPOSED LEHGTH Of STAY 16. SIGNATURE OF AUTMORIZIHG OFFIOAL AND DATE 
r;:p~?;.~f:J"::;;r~",,;~h/!~ngJ 
lB. NAME. GRADE. TITlE AHD OIlGAHllATION OF AUTHORlllHG 
"NOTE: If.wgnmentlrtoAttach<f; MAAG; JIJSMMAT, SeeuflfyA$Slsti"'o U.,."" Office (SALO); OSPorother 5peci. IAoVIJOtyGroup. e.g .. 
ef!flO; or.ny p.rti<u~r .lli9nment!h.t,",,11I gO""'" type .ndnet d for. Pi ""pOrt. Mler ,uell inform.Iion. If ""I. en/er "NOI Applje.ble -
DO Form 10S6, MAY 92 5m 0111~·Lf·on·6AoO COpy 1 
" H ACH TO PASS~RT APPLICATION (FormOSP·I I ) 
PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT 
~: Sections 3012, 8012, 5031, Title 10 USC; 22 CFil. 51.63; EO 9397. 
PRINCIPAL PURPOSES : To provide authority for issue of "No-fee'" passport andlor request for a visa which is an 
endorsement stamped or written on a passport, showing that it h.:1s been examined by 
the proper offidi:ll' of i:I <Ol:ntry and 9ranting entry into that country. The Social Security 
Number is required to veri Ty andlor identify the applicant_ 
~: 
DISCLOSURE : 
Information is used in conjunction with application for passport/visi:l and foreigr travel 
In formation may be released to other DoD agencies, various activities within the 
Department of State, foreign embassies and consulates. 
Voluntary; however, if applicant does not provide information, a -No-Fee" passport 
<annat be authoriled 
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""" "" 0,""0 ""C" " '"'" UC 0'''" NI 
APPLICATION FOR C PASSPORT C REGISTRATION 
SEE INSTRUCTIONS TYPE OR PRINT IN INK IN WHITE AREAS / ... - -- -- --- - ----'1 
, 
I 
) 
... _------ ----_ .. ..' 
0 5'1', . r::J 10 Yr , Issue 
O"e ____ _ 
"" 
4. PLACE OF BIRTH CII V, State or Provinee, C(}<Jntry OjTcr=trn 6. ~i~F~gi,~~lo~AX SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
Me Day Ye" REVERSE SIDE I I I I I I I I 
7. HEIGHT 
F .. ~: tCh'" 
9. COLOR OF EVES 10. (Aru Code) HOME PHONE 11 .(A'''a Code) BUSINESS PHONE 
12. PERMANENT ADD RESS (Slrffl, Cily, Slate, ZIP Cod~) I I I I I I I I I I 113.' ohcLplT,~J ! 
e -"-'~~-'"-"-"-'-'M-'- ---~~~-~"~",~"~O'="~C~'~. C="'="~':T.I~'~'·~"~'~"~' ~"~"~'~~'~_~_~~--
C YES :J NO COUNTRIES DEPARTURE DATE 
- 15. MOTHER'S MAIDEN NAME BIRlH DATE US. ClllZEN LENGTH OF STAV 
e VES c. NO 
NO 0 IF VES. SUBMll PASSPORT IF AVAILABLE 
IF UNABLE TO SUBMIT MOST RECENT PASSPORT, STAlE ITS DISPOSITION; COMPLETE NEXT LINE 
NAME IN WHICH ISSUED PASSPORT NUMBER ISSUE DATE (Mo. , Day. Vr .) DISPOSITION 
IIII I III :=r:r:::JJ CD 
~""""D'rrn"rn""·· -
Mo .. !" D"~ V""r B ~:.:s~Ph:t't':.:;;:n! 
~ Pos!alEm;lloy_ 
( Si~nalure of pe rson aulhori~ed 10 accept appl ical im) 0 (Vice) Con"" USA. __ A! 
22. APPLICAN T'S IDENTIFYING DOCUMENlS ~ PASSPOAl 0 DRIV[R'S .:::J QTt'fER(Spoc ily) 
'tiSUc DATE EXP'AATIONDATE UCFNSE 
-.-LJ ~ IT] rn CD CD ~LACE OF LSSUE 
1.100'.' [lily Yu, " oo,n D"" Yea, 
23. FOR ISSUING OFFICE USE ONl V (Applican!'s ev idence of citizenship) 
o il<nhCert, SR CR ell) Filedll"uec 
:J P""PDr. Beare( ,No'T'e 
o Repo~ol,Mh 
::::J N"\Y'""«tlo,/Citj,,",,hl pGM flo 
:J 01,*, \37 
o ;:'r~" 
o "Mooed 
PASSPORT APPLICATlON 
FEDERAL TAX LA W: 
I. Corporate Information Management Process Improvement :\t!ethodolooy for DOp 
Functional Managers 2d Edition, 1993. 
2. Desipn.!JDEF Tlilorial for Windows 
Meta Software Corporation 1993 
C<lmbridgc, MA 02 190 
125 Cambridge Park Drive 
3. Department of Dt::fensc foreign Clc:arance Guide Tourist DOD 4S00.S4-G 
4. Department of Defense. Joint Federal Travel Regulation ()fTR) 
Department of DefenSt:. loint Tca,,!:] Regu~(ITR), Volumes r and n 
6 Dt:partmcnt of the Nary. Passcnver Transportat ion Manual (PTM) MlLPERCOMINST 
4650.2A 
7. Department of the Navy MILPERSMAN, Chapter 9 
8. Department of the Navy. KAVCOMPT Manual, Volume 3 
9. Dcpnrtment oft ht:: Navy KAVCOMPT 15559, Chapter 8 (Transfer Manual) 
10. Department oftlle Navy. "NAVPGSCOLINST 4235.3 
11. Department of the Navy.l:::iill:y Travel Instruction, NAVSO }'-1459 "Pl:ntagoQ Travel 
Vouchers' Handling Costs Tops Travel " The Wall Street Journal April 27, 1994 page 4 
12. Dt:partrrx:nt of the Air Force. ('SAF Foreign CI\<arance Guid\< 
13. Naval PO~lgraduale School, Comptrolle r Department, T ravel Program Administrative 
Branch. Travel and Claims Workbook 
14. Department of the Navy. NAVPGSCOLlNST 4650AD, Policy for Offical travel 
Performed by NilVal Postgraduate Schooll'ersoflnd. 
15 . Department of the Na ... y. OPNAV[NST 4650.11F 
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APPENDIX D. TRAVEL PROCESS PAY SCALE 
I Rate/ Basic Pay Additional ,l Basic Total I Rank Benefits BAQ/VHA Allowance for Pay C::=:±=== Subsistence 
I·~ E-3 J $1,06~ $319 $424 $230 
E 4 $1,240 $372 $438 $230 $2,280 
E 5 $1,458 $437 $714 $230 $2,839 
f--B ~ $1,659 $498 $824 $230 $3,210 E-7 $1,923 $577 $924 $230 1$3,654 
E 8 $2,268 I $680 $924 $230 $4,102 
E 9 $2,671 $801 $1,017 $230 $4,719 
o 2 $2,4 1 0 $723 $662 $142 $3,937 
o 3 $3,024 $907 $935 $142 $5,008 
o 4 $3,533 $1,060 $1,137 $142 $5,872 
o 5 $4,445 $1,333 J $I,258 $142 $7,179 
o 6 $5,537 $1,661 $1,258 $142 $8,599 
I Rate/ Annual Pay Additional MO::;IYI Rank Step 5 Benefits 
L GS 1 $13,904 $4,171 $1,506 
GS 2 $15,137 $4,541 $1,640 l GS-3 $17,062 $5, 11 9 $1,848 
GS -4 $19,151 $5,745 $2,075 
GS 5 $21,426 $6,428 $2,321 
GS 6 $23,883 $7,165 $2,587 
GS 7 $26,541 $7,962 $2,875 
I GS-8 $29,396 $8,819 $3,185 
GS 9 $32,466 $9,740 $3,517 
GS 10 $35,755 $10,727 $3,873 
GS 11 $39,285 $11,786 $4,256 
GS 12 $47,081 $14,124 $5,100 
GS 13 $55,986 $16,796 $6,065 
GS 14 $66,162 $19,849 $7,168 
l39 
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APPENDIX .. WAGE ANALYSIS FOR TRAVEL PROCESS 
V.'age(Avg)={Wage(Lowest) + 4*Wage(Most Likc:ly) + Wage(Highcst))/6 
Naval Postgraduate School: 
[Personnel Associated With Travel I Highest I Most Likely Lowest Wage(Avg) 1 Process RatelRank Rate/Rank RatelRank Per Mmute 
Traveler 0·5 0·3 02 $0.54 
Curriculum Officer/Representative 0·3 03 0·5 SO.56 
De t. Travel Re resentative OS 4 G5-5 OS 6 SO.24 
De t. ChairmaniRc re;.cnlative GS-15 OS 15 05-15 $0.88 
C~rol1er Travel Section OS-5 G5-7 T OS 9 SO.30 
Com troller OPT AR! Reimbursable GS-5 OS 5 05-7 SO.25 
SATO Office GS-5 OS-5 05-6 510.25 
Travel R~rescntative £-4 E5 E6 SO.29 
PSD Claims Re resentative OS-5 GS-6 OS 8 $0.28 
P5D Check Writer OS 4 OS-5 GS-8 $0.25 
Mall Clerk OS-4 GS-5 GS-6 $0.24 
I Dept. Claims Representative OS 4 05-5 G5-6 1:2iLj 
Defense Language Institute: 
Air Force Traveler £·4 E·6 0·5 ~ 
f..nn~Traveler £-4 E-6 0 ·5 ~ Air Force Pre Travel E-4 £-5 £ ·9 10.32 "I
Air Force Post-Travel E·4 E5 E·6 $0.29 
A~Prc-Travel E-5 E· 5 0 ·3 $0.33 
A~Post-Travc\ £-3 E-5 £-7 $0.30 
SAIO Office GS-5 OS-5 05-6 SO.25 
Travel Re resenlative OS 4 OS 5 OS 6 50.24 
Air Force District of 
Washington: 
~Travcler 0 ·3 0 ·3 0 ·6 $0.58 
Resource Advisor OS-9 OS-tO GS 12 $0.42 
Approval Authoritv 0·4 0 ·5 0 · 6 $0.24 
Secretarial Labor 05-4 G5-6 GS-Il $0.75 
financial Mana crnenl Labor 1'-4 £ -5 E·7 $0.29 
Account Finance Office OS-4 OS-6 OS-9 $0.27 
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APPENDIX F. NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL ESTIMATED PRE-TRAVEL LABOR 
COSTS 
Traveler Initiates Process With Curriculum Office: 
Curriculum Office Provides Re uired Information: 
Tra,vererPicks Up and Completes Required Forms: 
Justification: 15 
Traveler Goes to Department Travel Representative - 10 
DTR : 
Cost ~lapsed 
T~me 
Workda S 
$2.10 
$10.27 , 
S8.11 
52.42 
50.13 
52.10 
1 $0.24 
$2.10 
$1.68 2 
S2.10 2 
, $1.21 --------,; 
>0 , 
$2.46 
S1.21 
" S1.21 , 
S2.63 - ---, 
, $1.21 , 
" 
S1.26 
" 
$3.63 , 
, $1.51 
' I 
S1.26 
$0.50 
S1.51 
53.01 
$1.23 
" 
$3.63 
, $2 . 10 
SO.48 
$72.62 
Average Cost Per Minute I SO.35 
Averag£ Cost Per Hour: S21.15 
\43 
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APPENDIX G. NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL POST-TRAVEL ESTIMATED 
LABOR COSTS 
Check Writer Transfers Pa ments 
Mail Clerk P 
Traveler Picks u Trave l 
Trave l er Deposits/Cashes 
Average Cost Per Minute: $0.36 
Average Cost Per Hour: $21.47 
145 
$52.23 
-;~, 
, 
, 
8 
8 
, 
- ,-
, 
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APPENDIX H. DEFENSE LANGUAC;E IHSTITUTE AIR FORCE ESTIMATED 
LABOR COSTS 
(Min ) ( Wo r kda y s ) 
S1.59 1 
$3.87 
$6 . 37 
$1.59 
$7.74 
$3.87 
S6.37 
$3.34 
$1.90 
$1.47 
$6 . 37 
Traveler Re turns to Personnel Office to Pickup S3.87 
Orders: 
Personnel Office Gives Trave ler Orders: $1. S9 
Traveler oes to Travel Re resent &tive : Sl.94 
Travel Repres entative takes Orders a nd Ma k e s $2 . 42 
Reservat ion s : 
$1. 2 3 Eo 
Traveler Return s to Trav el Office to Pickup 10 $3.87 - - , -
T i cke ts: 
Trave l Of f ice I ssues Tick ets: 1 $1 . 21 
Cost Per Mi n u te : SO.34 
cost Per Hour: 520.44 
T r ave ler Picks U Travel 
T r aveler Com letes Travel 
Audit Tr 
Pa Tr Voucher : 5 
Average Co st Per Minute : 50 . 36 
Averagil Cost Per Hour : $2 1 . 36 
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560 . 65 
n;f:eed 
Workda 5 
51.94 1 
$5.81 1 
51.9'; 1 
50 . 58 1 
$ 1.46 
S1.46 
Sl.46 
5 1 .46 
57 . 74 
523.86 
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APPENDIX I. DEFENSE LANGUAGE INSTITUTE ARMY ESTIMATED 
LABOR COSTS 
Pre-Travel Process 
Travelers Orders Typed at C~:ctpany 
Leve l : 
Orders Taken t o S 3: 
S-3 Checks Requirements for Travel : 
S-3 Revie1tl t h e::Jrcers : 
S-3 Checks t :!'.e Budget: 
S - 3 Corr,putes t h e Trave l : 
S 3 Ta '-::es Orders La Resource 
Manageme:l t : 
Resource 11anageme:lt Reviews Orders: 
Total: 
~~~~) I 
15 
10 
35 
10 
10 
20 
10 
1 5 
13 0 
Cost Per Minute; 5 0 .34 
Cost Per Heur: $20.28 
Cost 
$0.8 1 
$6 . C! 
54.44 
$43.94 
Post-Travel ProcesS" ;~~ I Cost 
':'raveler Picks Up T:::-ave l VO":.lcher: 
Trave l er Completes Trave l voucher: 
Traveler Has Company Commander I 
Representative Sign : 
Trave l er 'l'akes Voucher to Finance: 
Fi nance 'l'akes Voucher: 
Review voucher: 
15 
5 I .94 
Ccmpute Voucher · 5 
pav vou cher: 5 . 48 
I 
Finance Ta kes Voucher ~~n:::~~~~~ 5 I $1. 48 I 
$4 . ';'4 
Elapsed, I Time 
(Workdays) 
I 
I 
Elapsed I I Time 
(Workdays) 
1 
I 
i 
Tota l : ~4 50 _~
Average Cost Per Mi:lClLe: $0.34 
Ave:::age Cost per Hour: 520.42 
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APPENDIX J. AIR FORCE DISTRICT OF WASHINGTON ESTIMATED 
LABOR COSTS 
Pre-Tra.vel Process I 7Mi:'ne) I Cost I E~:~::~~  
~ra..,ele~ Identd~es Tra...,el Requireme nts: 5 Sl . 94 1 
. _ . _ Traveler gees to Adm"-n: 5 51.94 1 
AdmLn 1.5 Informed of pendi~g T~a~~~e~~~ 20 55.79 1 
Admin Transfe rs Typed Orders to 
Resource Advisor: 
----Resource Advisor Determines Fund 
Traveler Picks u p Orders and Delivers to 
L Approval Auth:~l~;"'~ ~ ~~tg~~~~s~ 
Budget Office Transfers Orders t o Account 
Finance Office AFO: 
AFO Certifies a nd Authenticates Orders: 55.42 
AFO Transfers Authenticated Orders 5 $1.35 
to Trans rtation: 
Transoortation Reservations are Made: $2.42 
SATO Prints Ticket s: 5 $1.2 3 
Traveler Picks up Advance, Tickets, 35 520.44 
and orders: 
163 565.29 
Avera e Cost Per Minute: $0.40 
Aver il e Cost Per Hour: $24.03 
Ti .. e Cost Elapsed Time 
AFO sorts, Files 
liFO Com letes Pol in 
"0 
AFO Com letes Audi 
Min Workda s 
$2.71 
1.35 
$2.11 
S1.J5 
Sl.J5 
15 54 .0 6 
10 52.71 
$1.35 1 
$1.35 
5 $1.35 
135 $55 .37 
Cost Per Minute: $0.41 
Cost Per Hour: $24.61 
lSI 
, 
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APPENDIX K. ESTIMATED LABOR COSTS FOR FASTravel 
[pre-Travel Process 
(Min) (CQst) .(CQst) (Cost) Washington 
Al.r Force Army Cost 
Ti.. "'" DL' DL' Ai" ,mO l 
ITraveler !np::s ...'son for Travel l .-f--- ,---+----L---
r--o:'tes and Time s of Travel 
Transportation Requirements 
11 Lodging Requirements 
EMail to Approving Authority 
Total for Traveler In ut s : 10 $5.41 $3.87 $3.87 
Approving Authority Reviews: 
Funding Codes 
Funds Available 
Average Cost Per Minute, 
Average cost Per Hour: 
Travel I nputs Data: 
Social Security Number 
Receipt Amounts 
Lodging Cost s 
Transportation Costs 
Mise Expendatures 
EMail to Approving Authority 
Total for Tra veler In uts: 
Approving Authority Reviews' 
Expenses 
E-Mails to Disbursing Office 
Total Time for A roval; 
Dis bursing Office: 
Makes Payment to Tr",velcr 
Total Time for Disburs i n ; 
1- Average Cost Per Minute' 
12 $ 10.54 
5 $2.70 1 
27 $18.65 
$0.69 
$41.44 
Ti.e 
$3.82 $4.00 
$1.94 $1.94 
$9.63 $9.31 
$0.36 $0.36 
$21.40 $21.80 
(Min) (CQst) (Cost) (COst) 
5 $4.39 
10 $2.52 
JO $15.03 
50.50 
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Air Force Army 
$5.81 $5.81 
$1.59 $1.67 
$5.34 
$9.00 
$2.92 
$17.76 
$0.66 
539.46 
53.76 
$3.75 
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